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Chapter 1

IntroductionIt is diÆult to overestimate the importane of mathematial models in ourmodern soiety beause of their ommon use in e.g. natural sienes andengineering diiplines for many di�erent purposes. Many types of mod-els exists today that an be used for a variety of tasks suh as preditingweather, simulating vehile dynamis, monitoring nulear power reatorsand verifying omputer programs.Models have also been used within the area of Arti�ial Intelligene (AI)to develop autonomous agents. It is widely onsidered that suh agentsshould have models of their environments (and themselves) to make it pos-sible to operate more suessfully. The models an for example be used tokeep trak of the unobservable parts of the world, perform predition [34℄,task planning [31℄ and other types of reasoning [10℄.
1.1 Models and TradeoffsOne ommon trait for mathematial models used in pratial appliationsis that it is not always bene�ial (or even possible) to model every aspet ofa system of study down to the smallest detail to get as aurate as possible.The problem is that there is always a tradeo� between auray and fea-sibility of a model that should be used for a ertain appliation on a givenarhiteture. There might be a demand for timely response of a system thatprohibits long deliberation time whih in turn an make a highly detailed,but omputationally demanding model inappropriate for use in that par-tiular domain. Although the omputational resoures that an be madeavailable for di�erent appliations have been inreasing exponentially sinethe dawn of eletroni omputers, there will always be a limit when a par-tiular system is being developed and deployed. This means that one willalways have to trade a model's auray for feasibility to get a reasonableperformane in any future system, whih is a fat that is often mentionedin the literature about pratial mathematial modelling [44℄ [24℄.1
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1.2 Task Environments and ModelsWhen a model is to be onstruted for an autonomous agent, it is importantto onsider the task environment [63℄ in whih the agent will operate. Theomplexity of the task environment an give signi�ant hints about thedi�erent types of models that an be used for whatever the purpose of themodel is.A task environment, whih an be either real or simulated, spei�es:� what the agent an do to the environment with its atuators,� what information it an reeive from its sensors,� how the environment works and what it ontains, and� what is onsidered \good or bad" with the help of a performanemeasureA task environment for an autonomous ground robot an e.g. speifythat the atuators onsist of a propulsion system and possibly a manipulatorarm. Suh agents are also typially equipped with sensors suh as laser rangesanners, ameras and sometimes ollision sensors. The environment mayonsist of tables, hairs, walls, stairs et., and its performane measure maybe de�ned in terms of power onsumption and the time to omplete anassigned task (suh as delivering a pakage).A model that an agent uses should be losely onneted to the task envi-ronment that the agent operates within. For example, if a model is going tobe used for prediting the state of an autonomous agent's task environmentdepending on what ations it performs, it better inlude spei�ations ofhow the atuators, sensors and the surrondings work in order to be useful.Suh a task environment model an not be too detailed due to the tradeo�between auray and feasibility.A task environment or a model thereof an be lassi�ed aording tosome ommonly used dimensions [63℄ whih to a large extent determinehow diÆult it is to handle.� Fully Observable or Partially Observable: If the agent's sensorsan give aess to all the relevant information in the environmentit is alled a fully observable task environment; otherwise the taskenvironment is alled partially observable.� Deterministic or Stochastic: If the next state is ompletely deter-mined by the urrent state and the ation exeuted by the agent thetask environment is alled deterministi. If there are several possibleoutomes of an ation it is alled a stohasti environment. The termnon-deterministi is often used when outomes do not have proba-bilities assoiated with them.



\li" | 2008/4/8 | 9:36 | page 3 | #131.2. TASK ENVIRONMENTS AND MODELS 3� Episodic or Sequential: In an episodi environment, the agent'surrent deision does not inuene the performane of any futureepisode. All environments onsidered in this thesis will be sequen-tial whih means that the agent's urrent deision might inuene theperformane of the agent in future states.� Static or Dynamic: A task environment whih may hange whilethe agent deliberates is alled a dynami environment; otherwise it isalled stati.� Discrete or Continuous: A ontinuous environment ontains el-ements that are more aurately desribed with ontinuous modelsinvolving real values instead of an enumerable set of values. Taskenvironments that do not have any ontinuous elements are alleddisrete.� Single Agent or Multiagent: A task environment where other ex-ternal agents, besides the main agent itself, try to reah goals or max-imize their utilities are alled multiagent. If the external agents arebetter desribed without deision apabilities, or if no external agentsexist, the environment an be onsidered single agent.In this thesis, these dimensions are used to lassify the intrinsi prop-erties of a task environment. They are not assumptions that e.g. a designerof an agent an make. On the other hand, a designer an make assumptionsthat are reeted in the agent's task environment models that it is supposedto use. Construted models that represent parts of a task environment mustoften be a simpli�ation of the real thing and the di�erent dimensions arethen used to lassify the model onstrution assumptions that are not al-ready a property of the task environment. This will be disussed more inSetion 1.4.It is assumed that task environment models an be simulated. Thismeans that di�erent ations an be tested with the model whih may resultin one or several possible outomes depending on whether the model isdeterministi or not. Stohasti models an be simulated by pseudo randomnumber generators.A task environment lass or environment lass is a set of task envi-ronments with similar properties. An agent is often designed to operate ininstanes of a partiular task environment lass where e.g. the environmentan ontain a di�erent number of objets and agents but most of the otherproperties or assumptions stay the same. In this thesis, the task environ-ment instanes in a partiular environment lass are assumed to have thesame lassi�ation aording to the previously mentioned dimensions andthat the atuators and sensors are similarly modelled. Within a partiularenvironment lass, the types of the objets in the environment also stay thesame but the number and initial onditions may vary in task environmentinstanes assoiated with the lass.



\li" | 2008/4/8 | 9:36 | page 4 | #144 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONThe next topi of this introdution will desribe an example of a omplextask environment lass that has motivated muh of the work with this thesis.
1.3 The UAS Tech SystemThis thesis is very muh inspired by the UAS Teh's Unmanned AirraftSystem (UAS), whih urrently onsist of two autonomous Yamaha RMAXheliopters equipped with sophistiated software and ontrol systems thathave been developed in the past deade [17℄. Many examples in this thesisand the ase studies have this platform in mind due to the huge variety oftasks that an potentially be performed with suh a system.A task environment in this environment lass (see Setion 1.2) an on-sist of a varity of elements. A training area for resue workers in Revinge(southern Sweden) is often used as a test ight area and that area on-tains (or an be modi�ed to ontain) buildings, di�erent types of obstales,roads, vehiles, landing spots, safety operators, ground stations where hu-man operators an monitor the UASs, injured humans (simulated by Phdstudents) and in the future also �res, smoke soures and boxes that an betransported.Depending on the task that is supposed to be performed by the system,the performane measure (see Setion 1.2) is di�erent. If the task is to takea set of pitures of a seleted number of building strutures, the perfor-mane measure ould inlude the time it takes to perform the mission, thequality of the pitures and whether all the requested building strutureswere photographed. In the ase of another standard mission where a UASis looking for vitims in a atastrophe area (or the like) the performanemeasure ould inlude the number of injured people deteted, number offalse positives and the time taken to perform the mission.The atuators of a UAS, for the purposes of this thesis, are onsideredto be the signals that ontrol the heliopter's rotors, amera (IR and olor)pan/tilt unit, wireless network and General Paket Radio Servie (GPRS)ommuniation. The ommuniation through the wireless network is per-formed with the help of the Common Objet Request Broker Arhiteture(CORBA) [59℄. An atuator planned to be used in the future is an ele-tromagnet attahed via a winh system to the UAS whih an be used totransport objets suh as medial supplies.On a UAS Teh unmanned heliopter, numerous sensors are mountedinluding a Global Positioning System (GPS), Inertial Measurement Unit(IMU) and altimeter for pose estimation, olor and infrared ameras. Thewireless network and the GPRS onnetion are also onsidered sensors.One of the UAS Teh's unmanned heliopters is pitured in �gure 1.1.Its omputational apabilities are distributed among three onboard omput-ers where eah of them is used for image proessing [32℄, ight and ameraontroller [11℄ and deliberative funtionality suh as path planning [61℄, ge-ographi information system and the deliberative/reative exeution system
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Figure 1.1: One of the UAS Teh's unmanned heliopters.In order to perform omplex tasks in ompliated task environments(suh as with the UAS Teh system), it is neessary to struture the exe-ution of tasks and the representation of the environment in a suitable waywith the help of di�erent types of models. Sine the UAS Teh system is sit-uated in the real world, the task environments in this environment lass arethe most diÆult ones aording to the dimensions listed in Setion 1.2. Onthe other hand, the models that the system uses of the task environmentsare always a simpli�ation. Assumptions like full observability, determinismand single agent are ommon, quite aurate and useful in ertain types ofmissions.
1.4 AbstractionsIn this thesis, the following de�nition of an abstration is used:
Definition 1.1An abstraction is a simpli�ation of the physial world or a simpli�-ation of a model .An abstration is a proess that removes details and should expose themost essential features of the entity that it is applied to. This thesis is
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Definition 1.2A task environment abstraction is a simpli�ation of a task environ-ment or a simpli�ation of a task environment model .Task environment abstrations are the only abstrations that will bedisussed in the rest of this thesis. Whenever an abstration is mentioned,it is meant to refer to a task environment abstration. Figure 1.2 illustrateshow abstrations an be used to onstrut models from task environmentsor models thereof.In order to reason about omplex task environments, abstrations areoften used to onstrut simpli�ed models with. This is espeially the asewhen the task environment is part of the physial world where no exatmodel exists. But even task environments that are extremly open-endedan be reasoned about by performing abstrations that are reasonably validunder many irumstanes.The UAS Teh system's di�erent task environments are very omplexand require abstrations. For example, the roadmap-based path planningmodule [61℄ uses a polygon representation of the environment to onstrutollision-free path segments that a UAS an y. The polygons are justsimpli�ations of the environment but the resulting paths are still veryreliable. Another example where abstrations are used is in the ontrolsystem whose design assumes that the heliopter system is linear, whihis never the ase for roboti systems, but it is still possible to ontrol theheliopter reliably with standard tehniques from ontrol theory.Abstrations for higher level reasoning about task environments an alsobe performed whih ould result in fats like \landed", \at position p",\objet o is visible from p". These fats an then be used to support taskplanning and exeution monitoring. If a UAS e.g. performs vehile traking,event desriptions suh as \vehile v turns left at intersetion i" might beuseful to summarize a situation or send high level information to otheragents. In these ases, the abstration performs a disretization of parts ofthe ontinuous task environment and summarizes the in�nitely many statesof the environment into a ountable number of disrete ones.It is also possible to perform abstrations on models to onstrut evenmore simpli�ed models (See the upper part of Figure 1.2) that an e.g.be used for omputing heuristi funtions to guide problem solvers. Thesimpli�ed problem model an often be solved muh faster (depending onthe abstration) than the original model, and this tehnique is frequentlyused to solve lassial planning models (See Setion 1.5) and integer linearprogramming [65℄ (ILP) problems.An abstration that transforms a task environment into another, sim-pli�ed task environment model an be analysed with the same type of di-mensions (fully/partially observable et) as real task environments. Theresulting model type might be inapable of expressing stohasti and/or



\li" | 2008/4/8 | 9:36 | page 7 | #171.5. PLANNING MODEL TYPES 7partially observable phenomena when in fat the real task environment hasthese properties. These dimensions are only a rough ategorization of ab-strations, but they they tend to be very important for deiding the typeof the resulting model.The thesis fouses on abstrations and the resulting models used for taskplanning where there exists a rih set of model types that have di�erentapabilities of expressing properties of task environments.
Task Environment

Model

Simplified
Task Environment

Model

Task Environment

Task Environment Abstraction

Task Environment Abstraction

Figure 1.2: An task environment abstration is a simpli�ation of a taskenvironment or a task environment model.
1.5 Planning Model TypesTask planning is a ommon way for autonomous agents to �gure out whatto do to reah a ertain goal or to maximize its utility. When task planningis used for exeution in real world environments, it is neessary to performsome kind of abstration to onstrut a suitable task environmentmodel thatan be solved with searh or optimization algorithms where the solution isa desription of what should be done next. Many di�erent types of suhplanning models exist that an be lassi�ed aording to the dimensionsmentioned in Setion 1.2.
Definition 1.3A planning model is a task environment model that models the per-formane measure and sequential nature of a task environment
Definition 1.4A planning model type is a set of models of a task environment lass



\li" | 2008/4/8 | 9:36 | page 8 | #188 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONThe term problem model or simply problem is in this thesis used todenote models that an have solutions but are not neesarily sequentialin nature and/or inludes a performane measure. A planning model istherefore onsidered to be a speialized problem model.The so alled lassial planning model type makes the strongest as-sumptions aording to the dimensions of task environments. The PlanningDomain De�nition Language (PDDL) [30℄ is often used to speify planningmodels in a suint way with the help of a logial formalism. Many di�erentversions exist with various levels of expressivity [26℄ [29℄.One extension of PDDL makes it possible to express so alled MarkovDeision Proesses (MDPs) [38℄ [62℄. MDPs an express unertainties ination outomes and exogenous events with probability distributions anduse rewards to express the planning agent's performane measure. MDPsare urrently one of the most ommonly used models for planning underunertainty.MDPs make the assumption that the environment is fully observable,whih is often not an aurate abstration; it is sometimes neessary tomodel that an autonomous agent equipped with a amera is unable to seethrough walls. An extension to the MDP model is the Partially ObservableMDP (POMDP) [38℄ whih an model partially observable environmentsat the expense of inreased omplexity of solving the spei�ed problems.Approximative solution methods are often used to make it possible to saleup beyond systems ontaining just a few states [49℄.Other types of planning models exist suh as onditional planning mod-els whih often assume that the world is non-deterministi and sometimesalso partially observable. The solution to suh models are onditional plansthat an ontain if-then-else onstruts and while loops [8℄ [5℄.Another type of planning model type is based on onstraints whih anbe used to represent both plans and goals. This type of planning model isoften onsidered very exible beause parts of a plan an be provided bya user whih an be elaborated by the planning system. Suh a planneran also be used in a mixed-initiative framework where di�erent users addonstraints [41℄ [51℄ [28℄. Constraint-based planners are often very expres-sive but often good heuristis must be manually onstruted to solve largeproblems and the assumption is often that the task environment is fullyobservable and deterministi.In this thesis, a highly expressive graphial model alled Dynami Dei-sion Network (DDN) [14℄ will be used to represent planning models (seeChapter 3) whih an be used to express POMDPs with fatored statespaes. A so alled hybrid DDN an in addition to POMDPs inlude amix of disrete and ontinuous elements, whih is very useful when tryingto model omplex task environments. DDNs will also be used as simulationand evaluation models. It is not possible to solve DDNs exatly so one mustrely on approximative solution algorithms and/or use them to onstrutsimpli�ed but solvable planning models.



\li" | 2008/4/8 | 9:36 | page 9 | #191.6. CONSTRUCTING PLANNING MODELS 9By looking bak at the properties of task environments, one an see thatHybrid DDNs make very few assumptions that limit the expressivity of atask environment. In the ase studies (see Chapter 5 and 6), the environ-ment will also be onsidered to be dynami as well whih means that thedeliberation time of the agent will be taken into aount. The only as-sumption that will be left untouhed is the assumption of a single agent.Several external agents will be modelled but they will not be assumed to begoal-reahing or utility-maximizing.
1.6 Constructing Planning ModelsWhen a planning model (see Setion 1.5) is to be onstruted for an au-tonomous agent, it is important to take the properties of the task environ-ment into onsideration when the model is supposed to be used for guidingthe agent's exeution.The available omputational resoures must also be taken into aountso that it does not take too long to provide a solution. Planning is in generalmuh harder than other tasks suh as predition or state estimation beauseit is neessary to predit many di�erent state trajetories that are ausedby the agent's ations. This means either that the used models must bekept on a high level of abstration for handling longer temporal horizons 1or kept rather small to make it feasible.There is often also a huge number of possible ways to represent ationsand sensors in di�erent types of planning models and the most detailed andaurate ation or sensor desription is not neesarily the best.The most ommon way to onstrut a model for task planning is thata human user �rst deides what types of abstrations to perform and why,and then spei�es how the atuators, sensors, environment and performanemeasure will be abstrated and used in the resulting model. This proessis onsidered rather diÆult beause the resulting model should be bothas general as possible to avoid the onstrution of several planning mod-els, while at the same time take the available omputational resoures andthe requirements for a timely response into onsideration. The resultingplanning model often beomes a rather oarse view of how the environmentworks and many times also the only view for planning on that level ofabstration.
1.7 Focus of AttentionDue to the manual abstration proess and onstrution of planning models,agents that are supposed to use these models for planning their exeutionare typially not provided with any \fous of attention" mehanism where1There is a di�erene in both temporal and spatial horizons between a model that usesonepts suh as \y to point p" and another that uses \desend 0.3 meters" instead.



\li" | 2008/4/8 | 9:36 | page 10 | #2010 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONthey an hoose or onstrut the models themselves that are most appro-priate for the situation and task at hand. Suh a apability would be veryuseful in omplex task environments where it is not possible to use detailedmodels for everything that an be relevant all the time. However, the agentmust still be able to onstrut or selet more detailed models of its task en-vironment when neessary, suh as in situations where \something" in thetask environment does not behave as in the \normal" ase and that moredetailed reasoning is required to resolve the problem.How an agents then be given the ability to fous their attention duringplanning and exeution? In this thesis, agents are given this ability throughthe use of dynami planning models whih are onstruted depending onwhat e�et they will have on the performane during exeution. This meansthat the auray of the model (whih is often used to evaluate models ingeneral) is allowed to derease if the performane of the agent inreaseswhih makes the model less aurate but also more feasible.Dynamially hanging planning models an be viewed as an instane ofthe more general problem of seleting or generating any simplifying modelwith some notion of suitability of models that depends on that model type'spartiular purpose. This problem will be desribed next.
1.8 Dynamic AbstractionThe term dynami abstration refers to the apability of a system to dy-namially hange its simpli�ations of its task environment or models thereofdepending on the urrent irumstanes. Sine any system with limitedomputational resoures that needs to operate in and model a omplex taskenvironment would have to perform abstrations, the apability of dynam-ially hanging the urrently performed abstrations would provide both amore exible and apable system. A system that an perform dynami ab-stration an hoose how its environment should be modelled for the purposeof e.g. knowledge representation [10℄, predition, explanation and planning.For knowledge representation, dynami abstration will enable an agentto represent knowledge at many di�erent levels of abstration and seletsuitable versions of knowledge to reason with depending on the situation.Humans are believed to be partiulary good at this task and seem apableof dynamially hanging their view of an environment and onstruting andreasoning with abstrat onepts.An agent's predition and explanation mehanisms ould also be im-proved by using dynami abstration sine the agent ould then dynami-ally selet what variables to take into onsideration to get as good resultas possible, depending on its own available omputational resoures. Ingeneral, more omplex models for predition and explanation make it moreomputationally intensive and the important tradeo� between auray andfeasibility must be balaned at all times.



\li" | 2008/4/8 | 9:36 | page 11 | #211.9. DYNAMIC ABSTRACTION FOR PLANNING AND EXECUTION11Dynami abstration for task planning, whih is the fous of this thesis,will be disussed in more detail in Setion 1.9.The general task of dynamially onstruting models for a partiulartask is not easy. It is not lear how to ombine di�erent types of modelsinto one that makes sense and how the resulting models an be evaluatedin order to improve the abstration proess. Compositional or omponent-based modelling tehniques [22℄ seem to make things easier, but the task isfar from trivial in the general ase. Under limited irumstanes though, it isat least urrently possible to perform dynami abstration for task planningin ombination with plan exeution, where it is possible to diretly evaluatethe performane of an agent that uses a ertain planning model. Moreinformation about the state of the art in dynami abstration an be foundin Setion 1.10.
1.9 Dynamic Abstraction for Planning and

ExecutionThe main topi of this thesis is how dynami abstration an be used forplanning in the ontext of exeution. The onnetion to exeution is im-portant beause feedbak from the exeution should inuene the dynamiabstration proedure.Many years of researh within task planning have produed many dif-ferent types of planning models and solution methods. The method used inthis thesis is to try to reuse these results.
1.9.1 ExampleImagine an agent that operates in a omplex task environment and is ableto perform dynami abstration in order to onstrut simpli�ed planningmodels that aptures the most important aspets of its environment. It isassumed that the models an be solved with a suitable solution method.Suppose that the generated planning models are instanes of MDPs (SeeSetion 1.5 and Chapter 3) and that the agent is able to reason about itsomputational resoures in order to keep the models on a suitable level ofabstration that enables the solution method to provide a solution withina reasonable time. An example of how the atual generation of MDPs anbe performed with e.g. ontinuous task environment models is disussed inChapter 5.The agent then solves the planning model in order to use the solutionduring exeution. For MDPs, the solution is a so alled poliy whih mapall possible disernible states to an ation that should be exeuted in theorresponding state. But the states and ations have been dynamiallyonstruted by an abstration tehnique so we have to disuss further whatould possibly happen when the agent should exeute the solution.



\li" | 2008/4/8 | 9:36 | page 12 | #2212 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONFirst of all, unexpeted or simply ignored events in the agent's envi-ronment might ause the problem model used during the solution phase tobeome invalid or unsuitable after a while. The agent might for exampledisover that an objet, previously assumed to be a stationary obstale, is infat a vehile that it is supposed to inspet. The agent may have to hangeits way to perform abstrations and replan if (or perhaps more aurately,when) this happens. It would be bene�ial for the agent that disovered thevehile if it is apable of hanging its way to view its environment by takingthe speed and diretion of the vehile into onsideration in order to preditwhere it is going. One may then argue that the agent should have usedthat view from the very beginning, but then one also must onsider thatthe agent both has limited sensor apabilities and omputational resoures.It is therefore just not feasible for the agent to represent everything in themost detailed manner just beause something might turn out to be moreompliated than previously pereived. Remember that the agent has madea deision about its abstrations and thereby foused its attention on theparts of the environment that it onsidered to be most important. It hasmade an e�ort to make a good tradeo� between auray and feasibility ofthe planning model.Another problem is that it might turn out that a solution to the MDPmight be on suh a high level of abstration that the agent is inapable ofexeuting it. This depends of ourse on how omplex the agent's availablebehaviors or skills (see Setion 2.5.3) are but the agent is assumed not tohave skills for everything beause then it would not need to plan at all.Our UAS uses an exeution system where parameterized reative skills suhas \Fly to a point p", \Take o�" or \Turn amera towards point p" existbut more ompliated missions like \Deliver a set of pakages to a set ofdestinations" does not have a diret math to suh a skill and task planningtehniques are used instead. Compliated missions need to be planned downto the level where skills are available to arry out the solution. The pointis that an abstrat solution might need to be re�ned somehow, whih isa ommon and natural tehnique used within Hierarhial Task Network(HTN) planning [21℄ and Hierarhial Reinforement Learning [6℄. For anMDP poliy, eah planned ation might expand into a subproblem2 of itsown whih an also be onstruted with the agent's dynami abstrationapabilities. These resulting subproblems, whih ould be MDPs or otherplanning model types need to be solved as well. The re�nement shouldstop when there are skills available that an reliably enough exeute at leastparts of a solution.The re�nement of solutions in this manner reates an abstration hier-arhy whih the agent needs to keep trak of and hek if they are still validand suitable during exeution. If higher level problem models suddenly be-ome too inaurate due to ignored, simpli�ed or hanging onditions, there2The term problem is used here beause it might be the ase that an episodi modelis used.
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1.9.2 DAREAll these onsequenes of using dynami planning models have been stud-ied in this thesis where a method alled DARE (stands for DynamiAbstration-driven Replanning and Exeution) has been developed thattries to handle these problems (see Chapter 4). DARE is a very abstratmethod and needs to be instantiated with a partiular task environmentlass before it an be used. Chapter 5 presents an instantiation of the DAREmethod where MDPs are used as the planning model type and subproblemsare onstruted dynamially and solved until a suÆiently detailed level ofabstration is reahed. In Chapter 6 DDNs are onstruted instead whihmakes it possible to represent partial observability.
1.10 Related WorkThe general idea that abstrations are neessery for deision-making is er-tainly not a new one. The development of HTN-planning [71℄ [64℄ waslargely driven by the need for planning with more abstrat plan operators�rst, forming an abstrat plan, and then re�ning the solution and bak-traking if neessary. The SIPE planning system [75℄ was one of the �rstdomain-independent HTN-planners whih was desribed in great detail. Inthe book that desribes SIPE [75℄, there was a disussion about stoppingthe re�nement of task networks and only onstruting plans at a ertainlevel of abstration. This idea was implemented in CYPRESS [77℄ wherethe so alled At language [76℄ was used to desribe both planning and taskexeution re�nement in the same language. Planning was only performeddown to a ertain level and then the task re�nement kiked in with the helpof the PRS [52℄ exeution system.Other domain-independent HTN planning systems suh as O-Plan [72℄and SHOP2 [53℄ have been developed for real-world appliations and theurrent situation is that when a planning system is used for solving largeand real-world like task planning models that require reasoning on severallevels of abstration, HTN-planners with added apabilities of dealing withmany di�erent types of onstraints are often used.Automati abstration has also been developed for so alled STRIPS orlassial planning [31℄ domains. A system alled ALPINE [40℄ was used toautomatially generate abstration hierarhies given a domain desription.Most of the work within dynami abstration for stohasti task environ-ments has been done within the area of hierarhial reinforement learning(HRL) [6℄ whih an be viewed as a generalization e�ort for HTN-planningin stohasti environments. The main idea is to use abstrat MDPs thatan use sub MDPs almost like primitive ations. There are many ways



\li" | 2008/4/8 | 9:36 | page 14 | #2414 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONto atually do this but the three most ited HRL systems are the Optionsframework [70℄, MAXQ [16℄ and Hierahial Abstrat Mahines (HAM) [60℄.Jonsson and Barto [37℄ used a modi�ed version of the U-Tree algorithm[46℄ to automatially �nd state abstrations in the Options framework. AU-Tree is a form of deision tree whih keeps trak of the state abstrationby using a statistial test to selet when distintions between di�erent statesshould be made.Hengst [35℄ has developed an algorithm alled HEXQ whih learns sub-task strutures by separating state variables that hange at di�erent rates.Mannor et al. [45℄ use lustering tehniques to perform dynami ab-stration by looking at the state transition history whih is onverted to agraph where the lustering takes plae. The lusters are then used to learnpoliies that move between the di�erent lusters whih an then be used asabstrat ations.Steinkraus and Kaelbling [66℄ use a struture very similar to the HSN-struture (see Setion 4.5), where di�erent abstrations are performed onthe way down to the most detailed abstration.Another piee of work that is very muh related to this thesis is [43℄where the authors try to dynamially generate models depending on thequestions asked about a ertain system. They express preferred modelswith a theory of abstrations about model fragments.Some work with hierarhial POMDPs has been done as well ([73℄ontains a small survey) but not to automatially selet abstrations forPOMDPs at di�erent levels. Kaelbling et al. [73℄ use reinforement learn-ing methods to learn abstrat poliies over maro ations and demonstratemany bene�ts of using abstrat states in POMDPs.Sturtevant and Buro [67℄ uses abstrations in the ontext of path plan-ning and path exeution where the original path planning model is trans-formed into a hierarhy of models on di�erent levels of abstration. Theabstration is performed by looking for liques in the planning graph ortiles.
1.11 ContributionsAlthough the idea of dynami abstration has been used within hierarhialreinforement learning, it has never been approahed from a more generalpoint of view where di�erent types of planning models are ombined andseleted or generated depending on the urrent situation and task. TheDARE method tries to �nd a way to do this in a more general frameworkand uses the onnetion to skills that are supposed to exeute the solution.Figure 4.2 on page 42 illustrates a vision where many di�erent types ofplanning models are ombined and updated dynamially.Another ontribution is the idea and implementation of using the taskenvironment's performane measure to fous the attention when the plan-ning models are onstruted. In Chapter 5, this is done with the use of



\li" | 2008/4/8 | 9:36 | page 15 | #251.12. OUTLINE 15relevane funtions. Chapter 6 uses a measure of the expeted utility ofpoints to build planning models.The two ase studies ontribute to the area of dynami abstration bydemonstrating that (parts of) the abstration proess an be formulated assolutions to optimization problems.The results presented in the ase studies have been published in [57℄ and[58℄.
1.12 OutlineThe rest of the thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 briey providespreliminary information about probability theory, Dynami Bayesian Net-works (DBNs) and loal optimization tehniques. Chapter 3 desribes ageneral graphial model alled Dynami Deision Networks (DDN) whihan be used to model stohasti and partially observable planning models.DDNs are used to simulate the task environments used in the ase studies.The same hapter also desribes MDPs as a speial ase of DDNs where allvariables are disrete and observable.Chapter 4 desribes the DARE method whih tries to pinpoint the ne-essary apabilities of a planning and exeution agent that uses dynamiallygenerated planning models and needs to keep trak of the orrespondingabstrations' validity.Chapter 5 presents the �rst implementation of DARE where the taskenvironment lass is fully observable. The planning is performed on severallevels of abstration and the planning models (MDPs) are dynamially gen-erated aording to the urrently best onsidered abstration. Chapter 6ontains a desription of the seond ase study where planning models aredynamially reated in a partially observable task environment lass. In thisimplementation the levels of abstration are �xed but the planning modelsare still generated dynamially depending on the agent's urrent belief state.Finally, Chapter 7 ontains some onlusions and desriptions of futurework.
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Chapter 2

PreliminariesSine this thesis is onerned with how suitable planning models an begenerated depending on the urrent irumstanes, it is useful to know aboutsome of the tools to onstrut models that are used in the ase studies inChapter 5 and 6.Probability theory is often used to model unertainty. In this thesis,probability theory is used to speify task environment models and is alsothe basis of �ltering algorithms in partially observable environment lasses.A brief introdution to the relevant onepts in probability theory will there-fore be given in Setion 2.1.The graphial model alled Bayesian Networks (BNs) will be used tosuintly speify probability distributions and illustrate dependenies be-tween variables in the stohasti planning models used in the ase studies.The temporal version of BNs, Dynami Bayesian Networks (DBNs), an beused to desribe stohasti proesses and is the basis for the Dynami Dei-sion Networks (DDNs) [14℄ that will be desribed in more detail in Chapter3. BNs and DBNs are desribed in Setion 2.2 and 2.3.The introdutory hapter ontained a desription of the tradeo� betweenauray and feasibility of a ertain model. When tradeo�s are performedby omputers, they are often formulated as an optimization problem andsolved with some of the available tehniques. This is also the ase in this the-sis and a brief introdution to optimization problems and relevant solutiontehniques is provided in Setion 2.4.A solution to a planningmodel should be something that an be exeutedby an exeution system, and sine this thesis disusses the important onne-tion between planning and exeution, an introdution to reative exeutionsystems in general and the Modular Task Arhiteture (MTA) (desribedin [56℄) in partiular is given in Setion 2.5. MTA is used in the UAS Tehsoftware arhiteture to struture the exeution and it uses the CommonObjet Request Broker Arhiteture (CORBA) [59℄ for ommuniation.16
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2.1 Probability TheoryThe onept of variation is often a entral part of many appliations. Vari-ation in this ontext means that the outome of some event suh as tossinga oin or using a sensor, varies even if the initial onditions are pereivedto be the same.The ause of the variation an be disussed and it might be the asethat the phenomenon of study is atually deterministi if all the variablesare taken into aount. The problem is that it is not always possible toget aess to all the variables that determine an outome (the environmentmight be partially observable) and therefore it is neessary to deal withvariation, whether the world is deterministi or not.Probability theory is one way of representing variation and it is used inmany pratial situations suh as representing measure error and buildingstohasti models suh as MDPs (see Chapter 3) used for task planning.
2.1.1 Basic AssumptionsThe basi assumption of probability theory is that there exists a universeof outomes U and eah event E � U (given some basi assumptions aboutE suh as it must be a �-algebra [20℄) is given a number between 0 and 1,alled the probability P (E) of the event E. The probability funtion P isonstrained by the following fundamental axioms of probability:� For any set E � U , P (E) � 0� P (U) = 1� Any ountable sequene of pairwise disjoint events [E1, E2; :::℄ satis�es:P (E1 [ E2 [ :::) =PP (Ei)
2.1.2 Stochastic VariablesStohasti variables are often used to speify events whih an be denotedby expressions suh as \AltUAS > 10:2" 1 whose denotation de�nes theevent where the UAS's altitude is above 10.2 meters. The stohasti vari-able AltUAS is in this ase used to represent the altitude. Events, suh asthe one just mentioned, an be given probabilities as long as they followthe fundamental axioms of probability. AltUAS is an example of a stohas-ti variable with a ontinuous domain (the altitude). Domains an also bedisrete sets suh as frs1; rs2; rs3g, whih in this ase represents three dif-ferent road segments in a road network. The expression \RSar = rs2" an1A more theoretial and omplete treatment of probability theory (see [20℄) de�nestohasti variables in a di�erent way, but for the purpose of this thesis, thinking aboutstohasti variables as something that an be used to form expressions that denote eventsare suÆient



\li" | 2008/4/8 | 9:36 | page 18 | #2818 CHAPTER 2. PRELIMINARIESthen represent the event that a ertain ar is travelling on the road segmentdenoted by rs2.Simple expressions suh as \AltUAS > 10:2" an be used to form om-bined events with logial operations like \AltUAS > 10:2 ^ AltUAS < 20"whih denotes the intersetion of the events denoted by \AltUAS > 10:2"and \AltUAS < 20", whose intended meaning is that the UAS's altitude isbetween 10.2 and 20 meters.
2.1.3 Distributions and Density FunctionsA disrete stohasti variable X has a so alled probability distributionassoiated with it, whih de�nes the probability P (X = d) for all the ele-ments d 2 DX in that variable's domain DX 2. A probability distributionfor RSar might be h0:1; 0:7; 0:2i whih means that P (RSar = rs1) = 0:1,P (RSar = rs2) = 0:7 and P (RSar = rs3) = 0:2. The sum of all probabil-ities in the distribution must be equal to 1, aording to the fundamentalaxioms of probability. For a ontinuous stohasti variable, it is not possi-ble to enumerate all possible events and one has to assoiate a probabilitydensity funtion fX with the variable X instead. Figure 2.1 illustrates anexample of suh a density funtion for the AltUAS stohasti variable. Theintegral of a probability density funtion fX , R1�1 fX(x)dx , must be equalto 1.
2.1.4 Joint DistributionsEvents that involve more than one stohasti variable an be spei�ed withexpressions suh as \RSTruk = rs1 ^ RSCar = rs2" where the stohastivariable RSTruk represents the possible road segments for a truk and hasthe same domain as RSCar. The probability distribution for both of the twostohasti variables must be de�ned for every ombination of values suh asP (RSTruk = rs1^RSCar = rs1) = 0:1, P (RSTruk = rs2^RSCar = rs1) =0:12 and so on. The omplete spei�ation of all the stohasti variables'probability distributions and density funtions is alled the joint probabilitydistribution. If disrete and ontinuous stohasti variables are mixed in thesame model, the probability density funtions for all the ontinuous variablesmust be de�ned for all ombinations of values for the disrete variables inthe general ase.
2.1.5 Conditional DistributionsThe onditional probability P (E1jE2) given two eventsE1 andE2 is de�nedas:2The probability funtion P is in this way also used for expressions involving stohastivariables and the intended meaning is the probability of the denoted event.
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Figure 2.1: An example of a probability density funtion assoiated withthe AltUAS stohasti variable.P (E1jE2) = P (E1; E2)P (E2) (2.1)and is often used to model partially observable events or state transitiondistributions in e.g. MDPs.The onditional probability distribution P(X jY ) for the two disretestohasti variables X and Y is de�ned as:
P(X jY ) = P(X; Y )

P(Y ) (2.2)Equation 2.2 should be interpreted as the set of equations:P (X = xijY = yj) = P (X = xi ^ Y = yj)P (Y = yj) (2.3)for all ombinations of the stohasti variables' domain elements xi andyj . Similarily, the onditional density funtion fX;Y for two ontinuousstohasti variables X and Y is de�ned as:fX;Y (xjy) = fX;Y (x; y)fY (y) (2.4)
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2.1.6 Bayes RuleBayes Rule is useful when one needs to alulate the probability P (EijEj)in terms of P (Ej jEi), P (Ej) and P (Ei):P (EijEj) = P (Ej jEi)P (Ei)P (Ej) (2.5)Bayes rule is used extensively in probabilisti expert systems beauseit is often the ase that it is diÆult and/or inappropriate to estimate ormeasure the onditional probability in a ertain \diretion" but not theother way around. In Chapter 6, Equation 2.5 will be used to alulate theprobability of a state given noisy sensor data.Bayes rule an be extended to hold for distributions and density fun-tions similar to Equation 2.2 and 2.4.
2.1.7 ExpectationFor stohasti variables that have a domain of a subset of the integers orreals, it is possible to de�ne the expeted value given the orrespondingdistribution or density funtion. The expetation of a disrete stohastivariable X is de�ned as follows:E(X) = Xx2DX xP (x) (2.6)The orresponding expression for ontinuous stohasti variables in-volves an integral instead of a sum:E(X) = Z 1�1 xfX(x)dx (2.7)The expetation is often denoted mX and generalizes to vetors ofstohasti variables X as well.
2.2 Bayesian NetworksOne of the major problems with probabilisti models is that the number ofprobabilities that must be spei�ed for the joint distribution grows expo-nentially with the number of variables in the general ase.There are often more suint ways of impliitly desribing a probabilitydistribution by only speifying onditional distributions between the vari-ables in the model. A graphial model alled Bayesian Networks provides
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2.2.1 DefinitionA Bayesian network is a Direted Ayli Graph (DAG) where eah noderepresents a stohasti variable. Ars between nodes should as losely aspossible represent \diret" ausal inuenes between variables. Figure 2.2illustrates a typial Bayesian Network.
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Figure 2.2: A typial Bayesian Network. Parts of the onditional distribu-tion for the stohasti variable Y, given its parents values, is also shown.Instead of speifying the full joint distribution for a set of stohastivariables, one only needs to speify the onditional probability distributionsor densities of variables given their parents.The main assumption for a Bayesian Network with disrete variablesX1; :::; XN is that the full joint distribution P (X1; X2; :::; XN) an be alu-lated by: P (X1; X2; :::; XN ) = NYi=1P (XijParents(Xi)) (2.8)where Parents(Xi) is the set of parent nodes of Xi. Figure 2.2 illus-trates parts of one of these onditional probabilities P (Y jX;A) whih is alot easier to speify than the full joint distribution P (A;B;X; Y; Z) for allombinations of the variables' domains.
2.2.2 Hybrid ModelsSo alled Hybrid Bayesian Networks an inlude both disrete and ontinu-ous stohasti variables. A ontinuous variable with disrete and ontinuous



\li" | 2008/4/8 | 9:36 | page 22 | #3222 CHAPTER 2. PRELIMINARIESparents must then have several onditional density funtions for eah om-bination of disrete values that may depend on the values of the ontinuousparents as well. A disrete variable with ontinuous and disrete parentsmust in the general ase have several density funtions de�ned. Hybrid BNswill be used to de�ne parts of the task environment models used in the asestudies (Chapter 5 and 6).
2.2.3 InferenceBNs an be used for many di�erent purposes. One of the most basi apabili-ties is to alulate a onditional probability P (EijEj). Events desribed withstohasti variables are ommonly used to formulate suh queries where itis often the ase that a set of disrete variables Y are already known andanother set of disrete variables Z are unknown. The probability distribu-tion P(X jY;Z) of the query variable X is then alulated by the infereneproedure applied to the BN.In this thesis, inferene in Bayesian Networks is performed in a speial-ized ontext of �ltering where the probability distribution over the urrentstate is estimated when a system is desribed with a so alled DynamiBayesian Network (see Setion 2.3 and 6.4 for more information about thispartiular form of inferene).
2.2.4 Implicit ModelsAll the examples given so far have used either a tabular or expliit prob-ability density representation of the probability distributions. This is notalways possible or even neessary. Suppose that one would like to repre-sent the probability distribution of the values of a laser san sensor giventhe sensor's pose and a map of the surroundings. An expliit probabilitydensity representation of the sensor values given all possible poses is notpossible to store due to the ontinuous stohasti variables. It is possible toalulate one suh density given that the pose is known, by using rayast-ing or similar tehniques in the map, whih is an example of an impliitrepresentation of a density funtion widely used in pratie [74℄, e.g. when amobile robot performs Monte Carlo Loalization (MCL) [25℄ with a partile�lter (whih is an approximative inferene method that does not need anexpliit density representation).Impliit densitiy funtions will be used in the ase studies e.g. whenvisibility onditions are used. Suh onditions are very umbersome to rep-resent expliitly but relatively easy to alulate with rayasting tehniques.
2.2.5 Model EstimationA onditional distribution an be estimated by a suitable statistial teh-nique suh as general funtion approximation (if no partiular type of dis-



\li" | 2008/4/8 | 9:36 | page 23 | #332.3. DYNAMIC BAYESIAN NETWORKS 23tribution is assumed) or parameterized models like Gaussian distributionsor mixture models. Maximum Likelihood (ML) (see [2℄) parameter estima-tion is a ommon method whih is used in Chapter 5 to estimate transitiondistributions in MDPs.
2.3 Dynamic Bayesian NetworksBayesian Networks are a great tool for modelling situations where temporalaspets are not taken into onsideration. It is often the ase that one wouldlike to model stohasti systems that evolve over time as well, and then anextension to Bayesian Networks an be made to reate Dynami BayesianNetworks (DBNs) [13℄.DBNs an be used to model stationary stohasti proesses whih makesthe so alled Markov assumption. Temporal stohasti models that makethis assumption assume that any state an only depend on a �nite historyof stohasti variables. In a �rst order Markov model the urrent statean only depend on the previous one, whih is often the ase for DBNs. A�rst order Markov model an represent any �nite order Markov model byintroduing extra stohasti variables.Figure 2.3 shows the typial struture of a DBN model. The basi ideais to use a set of stohasti variables for eah time step and de�ne theonditional probabilities of the variable set at time t given the variable setat time t � 1. The Markov assumption makes it possible to de�ne a DBNwith only two sets of variables, one set of prior distributions for time step0 and a set of onditional distributions for eah stohasti variable.
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Figure 2.3: A typial Dynami Bayesian Network.Given that a DBN an represent a probability distribution over time,it an be used by an autonomous agent to perform the following types of



\li" | 2008/4/8 | 9:36 | page 24 | #3424 CHAPTER 2. PRELIMINARIESreasoning over time:� The probability distribution over the agent's urrent state spae anbe updated with �ltering. This is a very useful operation when thetask environment is partially observable.� Future distributions an be estimated with predition. This operationis useful when the agent performs planning.� The set of previous state distributions an often be better estimatedwhen more information is reeived whih is alled smoothing andsometimes hindsight. Smoothing is espeially useful if any type ofmahine learning [48℄ is used to update the distributions in the DBN.Filtering is used to ompute the posterior probability distribution
P(Xt+1jY1:t+1) where Xt+1 and Y1:t+1 represents all unobserved variablesat time t + 1 and the sequene of observed variable sets (Y1; Y2; :::; Yt+1)respetively.The �ltering omputation an be desribed with the following equation:

P(Xt+1jY1:t+1) = P(Yt+1jXt+1)Pxt P(Xt+1jxt)P (xtjY1:t)
P(Yt+1jY1:t) (2.9)where P(Yt+1jXt+1) often is alled the observation model whih treatsthe stohasti variables Yt+1 as observations of the hidden variables Xt+1.

P(Xt+1jXt) is often alled the transition model.The orresponding equation for performing predition k + 1 steps intothe future with a DBN is the following:
P(Xt+k+1jY1:t) =Xxt+k P(Xt+k+1jxt+k)P (xt+kjY1:t) (2.10)A speial ase of DBN is the Markov hain where only one disretestohasti variable with �nite domain is allowed. It is possible to model anydisrete DBN with a single disrete variable, but it is often muh easier touse several variables sine the domain an often be desribed more suintlywith that approah. Markov Deision Proesses (MDPs) (see Setion 3.4)use Markov hains to model a stohasti system that is fully observable.

2.4 OptimizationMany planning model types make it possible to speify some kind of ostor utility of a solution to the problem. There are sometimes many di�erentways to solve a spei� planning model but some solutions might be betterthan others due to di�erent irumstanes. There might for example existmany di�erent paths for a UAS to y from one point to another but some



\li" | 2008/4/8 | 9:36 | page 25 | #352.5. EXECUTION SYSTEMS 25paths might be better than others due to the length of the path or otherriteria. When there are several possible solutions available to a modeland the solutions an be ompared in terms of ost or other measurements,the model is alled an optimization problem. In this thesis, optimizationproblems are used for other tasks than planning and a solution to suh aproblem will typially not be a plan or an ation but instead a deisionabout abstration parameters.One possible de�nition of an optimization problem is that there existsa set of variables V where eah variable has a domain DV that an beany type of set. Let D be the rossprodut of all the variables' domainsDv1 �Dv2 � :::�DvjV j . The objetive funtion U : D ! R is then used toompare di�erent solutions.The form of D and U spei�es the possible solution methods that anbe used. When the set of variables all have disrete domains, a ommonmethod is Branh and Bound [42℄ or some loal searh method suh ashilllimbing and simulated annealing [39℄. For pure ontinuous domainsand linear utility funtions, Linear Programming [65℄ an be used. Otheroptimization algorithmsmake use of the gradient and hessian of U to guidethe searh towards a global or loal maximum [55℄.In this thesis, di�erent types of loal searh are used to perform opti-mization as a method to selet abstrations. Loal searh methods makeuse of a so alled neighbourhood funtion N : D ! 2D whih de�nes thepossible suessors when the loal searh method is exploring a ertain stated 2 D.N an be used in di�erent ways to perform the searh. In hilllimbingsearh, all the states in the neighbourhood are examined and the one withthe best utility is seleted and set as the new urrent state. The neighbour-hood funtion an also be sampled, as in simulated annealing, where theurrent state is set to the sampled state with a ertain probability that de-pends on the utility and the so alled ooling shedule whih makes hoiesthat are worse, less probable with time.
2.5 Execution SystemsThere are many possible ways to struture exeution in an autonomous agentthat may have to operate in dynami task environments with both ationand sensor unertainty. Researhers within the area of AI robotis [50℄have been dealing with these isssues and di�erent paradigms for struturingexeution have evolved. The evolution started with Shakey [54℄ and the soalled hierarhial paradigm, whih is often very omputationally expensiveand makes use of task environment models, and ontinued with the reativeparadigm with behaviors with only simple memoryless modules. The hybriddeliberative reative paradigm is now more ommonly used whih tries toombine the use of models with behaviors.
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2.5.1 Modular Task ArchitectureThe UAS Teh system uses the Modular Task Arhiteture (MTA) (see [56℄for a desription) to struture muh of the exeution and is lassi�ed asa hybrid deliberative reative arhiteture. MTA makes use of the Com-mon Objet Request Broker Arhiteture (CORBA) [59℄ for ommunia-tion. The parameterized behavioral omponents are alled Task Proedures(TPs). TPs have a standardized way to be initialized, terminated and soon and an all any CORBA servie. In the UAS Teh system, a path plan-ner, a geographi information system and knowledge proessing middlewareDyKnow [19℄ are all aessed as CORBA servies. Before any ation an beexeuted, a TP instane (TPI) must be reated by a request to a TP libraryservie.TPs have a behavioral omponent that spei�es the exeution. Currentlythe implementation of the behavioral omponent is based on state mahinesand the TPs are allowed to have loal and servie referene variables.A TPI an reate other TPIs as well and strutures of TPIs an beonstruted. Figure 2.4 illustrates a set of TPIs that is used in a part of amission where a set of building strutures are supposed to be investigated.In the UAS Teh system, the set of TPIs are hanging all the time. Theset of instanes during takeo� or landing is di�erent from the ones shownin Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: Task Proedure instanes for the part of a mission where a setof building strutures are investigated. The �gure also shows the serviesthat the TPIs are using.
2.5.2 Other ArchitecturesMany exeution system arhitetures have been developed whih have manysimilarities with MTA due to the use of some notion of task or task instane



\li" | 2008/4/8 | 9:36 | page 27 | #372.5. EXECUTION SYSTEMS 27that an be used to perform exeution. The Reative Ation Pakage (RAP)[23℄ system uses hierarhially strutured \pakages" that an perform sim-ple tasks in di�erent ways depending on the situation. The pakages anstart up other pakages to perform subtasks and the onurrently exeutingtasks are managed with the RAP memory and a mehanism for synhro-nization. The Proedural Reasoning System (PRS) [52℄ with suessors(e.g. Apex [27℄) builds on similar ideas. PRS uses a simple database withfats that an be �lled in by sensors and task exeuting behaviors.
2.5.3 Definition of SkillsSine there are a lot of similarities between di�erent exeution system ar-hitetures suh as MTA, RAP and PRS, the olletive term Skill will beused to refer to any primitive task exeuting piee e.g. TPIs, RAPS and soon:
Definition 2.1A skill is a reative omputational mehanism that ahieves a ertainobjetive in a limited set of irumstanes with the following apabili-ties:� It an have an internal state and/or use a shared database.� It an send messages to other skills either through an event systemor a database.� It is possible to ontrol and monitor it from the \outside" andterminate it safely on demand, even if it is not �nished with itsobjetive.These apabilities of skills are used to keep the DAREmethod (see Chap-ter 4) as general as possible and not speialize it too muh towards use ofMTA. MTA, RAP and PRS are all apable of de�ning skills that have theseproperties.
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Chapter 3

Dynamic Decision

NetworksThe previous hapter desribed the Dynami Bayesian Networks (DBNs)that an be used to model any disrete time stohasti proess that satis�esthe Markov assumption. DBNs an be extended to speify planning modelsand are then alled Dynami Deision Networks [14℄ (DDNs) whih arebased on Deision theory [7℄. Deision theory is a very general method fordeision-making under unertainty.The main idea is to add ation and reward nodes to the basi DBN tomake it possible for an agent to ontrol the proess and determine the utilityof possible outomes.This hapter also desribes the Markov Deision Proess (MDP) [62℄,whih an be viewed as a speial ase of DDN. Partially Observable MDPs(POMDPs) [38℄ are also a speial ase of DDNs but are not presented inthis hapter beause none of the speialized POMDP solution tehniquesare used in this thesis.
3.1 ExampleFigure 3.2 shows an example DDN whih desribes the problem of deliveringa box to a target position on the ground. The box is attahed to a winhon a UAS (see Figure 3.1). It is a standard (but often diÆult) task ofmathematial model building to reate a model of this system using the lawsof physis ombined with parameter estimation tehniques and possibly aollision detetion/handling system to predit the movement of the box ifit touhes or falls on the ground.In order to ontrol the system, it is useful to de�ne a performane mea-sure model. DDNs try to solve this modelling problem by de�ning a on-tinuous reward variable Rt that spei�es the immediate reward when the28



\li" | 2008/4/8 | 9:36 | page 29 | #393.1. EXAMPLE 29system goes from one state to another (t � 1 to t). The main objetive isto maximize the total reward,PT+t0t=t0 Rt, from the urrent state Xt0 with a�nite horizon T , but many variants exists suh as maximizing the averagereward or using a disount fator with an in�nite horizon (see Setion 3.2).The reward variable an in this example e.g. depend on whether the boxis \damaged" by olliding too fast with the ground and the behavior of theUAS (if it is too lose to the ground or makes some unwanted manouver)et. Goals, suh as \the box should stand on the ground and be detahedfrom the winh", an be spei�ed with a large reward when the box is loseenough to the target position with zero veloity while at the same timebeing detahed.
UAS

Box

Winch

Target position

Figure 3.1: A UAS with a winh, trying to deliver a box.Figure 3.2 only spei�es the relationship between di�erent lasses ofrandom variables and the ontents of e.g. UAS State is not spei�ed. Manydi�erent versions are possible suh as using disrete domains for all variables,whih makes it possible to diretly model the problem with a POMDP, ortry to model most of the relationships with linear Gaussian distributions tomake it possible to use feasible �ltering and predition tehniques.The reward variable an be used to speify the desired behavior of thesystem. It is neessary to make a tradeo� between the UAS's and the box'ssafety whih raises important questions suh as: How bad is it to rashompared to a destroyed box? What is best, a solution that takes one hourthat sueeds awlessly with probability 0.99 or a solution that takes �veminutes and sueeds with probability 0.95?
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tFigure 3.2: A DDN that desribes the sequential deision problem of deliv-ering a box.

3.2 Local Reward, Global UtilityThe loal reward variable in DDNs an be used to speify a global utilityfuntion U of all states. This utility funtion typially depends on the sumof the rewards. With U given with fully observable state variables, an agentthat tries to maximize its utility an simply perform a one-step appliationof the P(XtjXt�1; At), where At is the set of ation variables, to maximizethe expeted utility (EU) by seleting the ation a that satis�es:argmaxa2AtXi U(xit)P (xitjXt�1; a) (3.1)This is a very general priniple of deision-making under unertaintyand entral in the area of Deision Theory (DT) [7℄.When the state is only partially observable, the utility funtion typiallydepends on probability distributions over states instead whih makes theproblem of both representing U and �nding a solution muh more omplex.The global utility of a state an be used when the deision horizon Tis �nite. When the horizon is in�nite, the most ommon method to makeit possible to ompare in�nite sequenes of rewards is to assign a so alleddisount fator  2 [0::1). The disount fator makes sure that all stateutilities are �nite and it is then possible to ompare state trajetories.
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3.3 Solution TechniquesA hybrid DDN is generally not possible to solve, with any reasonable de�-nition of solution, due to the simple fat that it an be used to speify anynon-linear ontinuous stohasti Markov model whih inludes POMDPsand many optimal ontrol problems as speial ases.A ommon approximate solution method is to disretize the ation nodes(if they do not already have disrete domains) and perform depth-limitedlookahead from the urrent state or (approximated) belief state. It is om-mon that the global utility for the state at the maximum depth is estimatedby a heuristi funtion. It is also ommon to use iterative deepening depth-�rst lookahead to make sure that some kind of solution is ready as quiklyas possible. The requirements of this type of inomplete searh is that theagent must perform the lookahead before every deision is made, whih anbe omputationally intensive, espeially if the �ltering is expensive.In Chapter 6, depth-limited lookahead is used in ombination with par-tile �lters to make an agent deide what to do when the environment isrepresented with a Hybrid DDN.
3.4 Special Case: Markov Decision ProcessesA speial ase of DDNs is the Markov Deision Proess (MDP) [62℄. In thismodel, all random variables are observable, whih means that no �lteringis neessary. All variables, exept the reward variable, are also assumed tohave disrete domains.To be able to use the ommon notation for MDPs, a random variable Sis de�ned whih has a domain of the ross produt of all random variables'domains. An ation variable A is de�ned in the same way for all ationvariables present in the DDN model. Figure 3.3 illustrates the resultingDDN when the ation and state spae have been reated.

S S’

A

RFigure 3.3: A DDN that represents an MDP.The so alled transition distribution P(s0js; a) de�nes the probabilityof ending up in a state s0 2 S after exeuting an ation a 2 A in s 2 S.



\li" | 2008/4/8 | 9:36 | page 32 | #4232 CHAPTER 3. DYNAMIC DECISION NETWORKSThe reward density funtion fR(rjs; a) similarly de�nes the distributionof the reward r reeived in the same ontext. R(s; a) is used to denote theexpetation of the reward density funtion when a is exeuted in state s.
3.4.1 PolicyThe assumption of sum of rewards together with the Markov property, makesit possible to de�ne a solution to an MDP as a mapping from the urrentstate to an ation [62℄. Suh a mapping is alled a poliy. It is possible toompute the value V � of a poliy � for all states s 2 S through the followingreursive formula:V �(s) = Xs0 P (s0js; �(s))V �(s0) +R(s; �(s)) (3.2)where s and s0 are equivalent to St�1 and St respetively. The valueis guaranteed to be �nite due to the disount fator  2 [0; 1) and whenR(s; a) is bounded.
3.4.2 Solutions and Solver MethodsValue funtions de�ne a partial ordering over poliies. A poliy � is stritlybetter than another poliy �0 if V �(s) > V �0(s) for all states s 2 S. Thereis always at least one suh poliy �� that is stritly better than or as goodas all other poliies. Suh poliies are alled solutions to the MPD.The value funtion V � for all optimal poliies satis�es the followingBell-man equation for all states s 2 S:V �(s) = maxa Xs0 P (s0js; a)V �(s0) +R(s; a) (3.3)If the optimal value V � is known, without any referene to a spei�poliy, an optimal poliy an be extrated from V � through the followingformula: ��(s) = argmaxa Xs0 P (s0js; a)V �(s0) +R(s; a) (3.4)
3.4.3 Value IterationThe Bellman equation an be used to develop an iterative solution algorithmthat updates a better and better estimate of the value funtion V . Onesuh method is alled the Value Iteration algorithm [62℄ and is shown inProedure 3.1. It uses the so alled Bellman update rule to iterativelyupdate the value funtion until the optimality riterium is reahed. Theoptimality riterium is de�ned by � whih means that the resulting poliy
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Procedure 3.1 Value Iteration()Initialize V arbitrarily, e.g. V (s) = 0 for all s 2 S

repeat

for all s 2 S dov  V (s)V (s) maxaPs0 P (s0js; a)V (s0) +R(s; a)Æ  max (Æ; jv � V (s)j)
end for

until Æ < �(1� )=2��� (s)  argmaxaPs0 P (s0js; a)V (s0) +R(s; a)Return ���
3.4.4 Reinforcement LearningThe Value Iteration method desribed in Setion 3.4.3 is quite eÆient inits pure form but has some very high requirements. Both the transitiondistribution P (s0js; a) and the expetation of the reward distributionR(s; a)must be known in advane, whih an sometimes be diÆult to alulate insome domains.There exists a set of MDP solution methods that does not diretly re-quire a transition and reward model of the environment. These methods gounder the name Reinforement Learning (RL) [69℄ and they are apableof learning solution poliies through interation with an environment or asimulation of it, whih is often muh easier to onstrut than speifying themodel diretly [69℄.
Q-FunctionsWithout a model of the transition distribution, it is not possible to extratan optimal poliy �� through Equation 3.4. RL methods often use a soalled Q-funtion instead whih is a mapping from both ation and stateto a value. The Q-value Q�(s; a) represents the expeted value if the ationa is exeuted in state s and then the poliy � is followed.
Q-LearningA simple variant of Reinforement Learning is the Q-Learning algorithmwhih updates the Q-funtion after it has exeuted an ation a in a state sand reeived the reward r in the following manner:Q(s; a) Q(s; a) + �N (r + maxa0 Q(s0; a0)�Q(s; a)) (3.5)



\li" | 2008/4/8 | 9:36 | page 34 | #4434 CHAPTER 3. DYNAMIC DECISION NETWORKSThe �N parameter is ommonly set to:1(1 + visitsN (s; a)) (3.6)where visitsN (s; a) is the total number of times the ation a has previ-ously been exeuted in the state s.The updated Q-funtion is guaranteed to onverge to the orret valueif, in the limit, all ations are exeuted an in�nite number of times. Thisriteria an be satis�ed by using suitable exploration funtions that some-times selet (aording to the urrent Q-funtion estimation) non-optimalations. One suh exploration funtion uses an �-greedy poliy whih seletsa random ation with probability �.The Q-learning method desribed here is the most simple one possiblesine it uses a tabular representation of the Q-funtion. It is also very slow,espeially when many sequential ations are required to reeive a reward.If the model of the environment is known in advane, the Q-funtion anbe represented and learned with funtion approximation tehniques suh asNeural Networks [9℄.The full Q-learning algorithm is shown in Proedure 3.2.
Procedure 3.2 Q-learning()Initialize Q(s; a) arbitrarily, e.g. Q(s; a) = 0 for all s, a

repeats The urrent (initial) state
repeata An ation derived from Q (e.g., �-gready)Exeute a and observe r and s0Q(s; a) Q(s; a) + �N (r + maxa0 Q(s0; a0)�Q(s; a))s s0
until s is a terminal state

until Termination onditionReturn Q
3.4.5 RL with Model BuildingIt is possible to ombine the RL tehnique of learning a poliy through in-teration with the environment and the eÆient methods for solving MDPsgiven a model. The trik is to learn a model of the environment simul-taneously and use that to update the Q-funtion with. A straightforwardmethod is to update all Q-values with a Q-funtion version of Value iter-ation after every interation but that is a very omputationally expensivemethod and more eÆient methods exist.
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Model BuildingSine the environment is assumed to be fully observable, a Maximum Like-lihood (ML) [2℄ estimation of the model an be applied. The transitionfuntion desribes a multinomial probability distribution whih an be MLestimated by keeping trak of the number of times the transitions have o-ured.Proedure 3.3 desribes the details of how the model is learned given theexeuted urrent ation a, previous state s0, urrent state s and reeivedreward r. Nd(s; a; s0) and N(s; a) ontain the ounters that are neededto update the transition distribution P (s0js; a) and the expeted rewardR(s; a; s0) (whih needs to inlude the resulting state s0 in order to performthe Bellman update for Q-funtions).
Procedure 3.3 UpdateModel(a, s, s0, r)Nd(s; a; s0) Nd(s; a; s0) + 1N(s; a) N(s; a) + 1Rsum(s; a; s0) Rsum(s; a; s0) + rR(s; a; s0) Rsum(s;a;s0)N(s;a;s0)P (s0js; a) Nd(s;a;s0)N(s;a)
DynaQ AlgorithmThe DynaQ Algorithm [68℄ is a simple but e�etive reinforement learningalgorithm that an be used together with UpdateModel(). DynaQ usesboth the update from Q-learning and the learned model to update the Q-funtion. The Q-funtion update with the model is performed with theBellman update adapted for Q-funtions:Q(s; a) =X s0P (s0js; a)(R(s0; a; s) + maxa0 Q(s0; a0)) (3.7)whih requires that R(s0; a; s) keeps trak of the resulting state as well.The Bellman update is performed N times with a randomly previouslyvisited state sr and ation ar. The DynaQ algorithm is shown in Proedure3.4, whih is a version of DynaQ that an return the Q-funtion when sometermination ondition is met. In Chapter 5, the DynaQ algorithm is usedto perform planning and the termination ondition is then that a ertainnumber of simulation steps has been performed.
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Procedure 3.4 DynaQ()Initialize QSet Nd(s; a; s0) = 0, N(s; a) = 0, Rsum(s; a; s0) = 0 for all s, a, s0

repeats Current statea An ation derived from Q (e.g., �-gready)Exeute ation a. Observe resulting state s0 and the reward rQ(s; a) Q(s; a) + �N (r + maxa0 Q(s0; a0)�Q(s; a))UpdateModel(a, s, s0, r)
for i 1 to N dosr  A random, previouosly visited statear  A random, previouosly taken ation in sQ(sr ; ar) Ps0 P (s0jsr; ar)(R(s0; ar; sr) + maxa0 Q(s0; a0))
end for

until Termination onditionReturn Q
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Chapter 4

The DARE MethodAn agent that operates in a dynamially and rapidly hanging world mustbe able to ontinually augment its models at di�erent levels of abstrationsrelative to the task at hand. In the introdutory hapter it was mentionedthat if an agent's problem models are allowed to vary during its opera-tion depending on the urrent fous of attention (see Setion 1.7) and thetradeo� between auray and feasibility, there are some important onse-quenes that need to be taken are of. A generated or seleted model anbe too oarse for exeuting the orresponding solution with the availableskills. Planning must therefore be performed on several dynamially re-ated abstration levels whih means that the agent needs to ontinuouslymonitor the validity of the abstrations used. Replanning beomes an im-portant instrument when abstrations beome invalid or when unsuspetedor unmodelled events our. Due to the dynami abstration levels, a moreexible subproblem generation is needed than those urrently present for�xed abstration levels [47℄ [75℄ [6℄.The purpose of this hapter is to desribe a method 1 alled DARE(Dynami Abstration-driven Replanning and Exeution) whih is de-signed to take the impliations of dynamially generated problem modelsand abstration levels into onsideration. The DARE method is a tem-plate that needs to be �lled with environment lass-spei� subproblemgeneration proedures, abstration validity monitoring and problem solvingtehniques. For example, in Chapter 5, MDPs are generated and solvedon several levels of abstration with the help of task environment modelsand reinforement learning. A primitive ation in an abstrat MDP's pol-iy expands into a more detailed MDP whih is how the implementation ofDARE's subproblem generation proedure works for that environment lass.1It is alled a method and not an algorithm beause it is not detailed enough in orderto analyse it from a viewpoint of running time et. whih is the onvention used in [12℄
37
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4.1 Tasks and BeliefsOne of the main ideas of DARE is that the abstrations used by the agentare strongly inuened by its urrent tasks and beliefs:� Tasks: A task desribes an objetive-reahing ativity that denotesseveral possible sets of partially ordered skills. The denotation aneither be diret or indiret through the use of other tasks. A taskan often be performed in many di�erent ways depending on the sit-uation. The urrent tasks of an agent should strongly inuene itsabstrations. For example, if the agent is about to lift an objet withits atuators, it should fous its attention on that objet and otherthings that are relevant during suh a task. The abstration should�lter out irrelevant details.� Beliefs: An agent's beliefs are onsidered to be the set of models thatthe agent uses to represent its environment and itself with. Maps,logial knowledge bases and probability distributions are all examplesof what are onsidered to be beliefs. An agent's urrent beliefs inombination with feedbak from the environment should be used todetermine what abstrations to use. For example, when more andmore information beomes available about an agent's environment,the level of unertainty dereases and the planning horizon an beinreased and perhaps more simpli�ed models an be used instead.
4.2 Overview of DAREFigure 4.1 shows a rough sketh of how DARE works. The solid arrowsspeify the method's logi and the dotted ones speify information ow.The di�erent parts of the method are summarized in the following list:� Find suitable problem models in current context: The �rststep of DARE is to �nd a suitable model that an be used to performor support planning. This step performs the dynami abstrationwith the help of the urrent beliefs and tasks. The urrent tasks ofthe agent are spei�ed in an HSN struture whih is desribed fur-ther in Setion 4.5. The result of this step is a problem model (suhas an MDP or a lassial planning problem). Chapter 5 and 6 de-sribe how this problem generation an be performed in both fullyand partially observable task environments using optimization teh-niques. The information about the seleted abstrations is stored inthe HSN struture for later use.� Solve problem: The problem model is then solved with a suitablesolution tehnique and the solution is stored in the HSN struture. Forexample, if the problem model an and will be solved with a lassialplanner, the resulting sequential plan is stored in the HSN struture.



\li" | 2008/4/8 | 9:36 | page 39 | #494.3. EXECUTION ASSUMPTIONS 39� Refine solution?: A deision has to be made whether the solution isonrete enough to be exeuted or if it must be re�ned �rst. It mightbe the ase that a part of the solution is \travel to Stokholm" whihmight be re�ned into \go to ar, enter ar, drive towards intersetion1, turn left at intersetion 1, ... ,exit ar". Then a subset of thissequential plan an be re�ned further until it is deided that someation an be exeuted.� Specify subproblems: If further re�nement is neessary, subprob-lems must be spei�ed. For example, if a sequential plan should bere�ned, the agent an hoose to re�ne a subset of all ations. MDPpoliies an be re�ned in many ways suh as re�ning all state-ationpairs into a separate subproblem et. When this deision is taken,the HSN struture is updated and DARE tries to �nd a suitable prob-lem model (or models) for this partiular re�nement. This proess isrepeated until a onrete enough ation turns up.� Models invalid or refinement needed on some level?: Every ab-stration must be losely monitored so that the assumptions are validenough to trust the model. When an invalid abstration is deteted,DARE tries to �nd new problem models that are more aurate in theurrent situation.� Update skills: The skills (see Setion 2.5.3) that are urrently exe-uting must also be updated to reet hanges to the solutions storedin the HSN struture.
4.3 Execution AssumptionsSetion 2.5 briey desribed some of the available arhitetures for au-tonomous agents, primarily used for roboti appliations. The olletiveterm skills was used to desribe the behavior-generating parts of the ar-hiteture whih represents e.g. the Task Proedure Instanes in MTA andReative Ation Pakages in RAPS.In this hapter it is assumed that skills an exeute in parallel with theDARE method and that it is possible to hange the urrent exeuting skillsdynamially, whih is the ase for the most ommon exeution systems.
4.4 Refinement AssumptionsDARE heavily depends on the assumption that it is bene�ial to partlyre�ne a solution in order to onstrut new problem models that are moredetailed or speialized to solve that partiular part. This seems to be avery natural approah to problem solving and it has been used extensively
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SkillsHSN structure

Find suitable problem models
in current context

Update skills

Beliefs

Specify subproblems

Solve problems

Models invalid

on some level?

Refine solution?

Entry

No

Yes

No

Yes

or refinement necessaryFigure 4.1: A rough sketh of how the (poll-based) DARE method works toontrol the urrently (in parallel) exeuting skills in the system.in HTN-planning systems like SIPE [75℄ and O-Plan [72℄ for many pratialappliations. It is also used within Hierarhial Reinforement Learning [6℄where extended versions of MDPs are used in hierarhies where a ertainMDP an have primitive ations that atually exeute a whole sub-MDP,whih in a way generalizes HTN planning to stohasti environments.All the existing systems that use task re�nement use it in a very well-strutured and well-understood way. Complexity results for HTN-planninghave been investigated in [21℄ and it is now e.g. possible to ompare theexpressivity of HTN-planners with lassial planners. Re�nement has beenviewed as an eÆient method for humans to provide heuristis to a taskenvironment. But for this to work, one has to know the exat workings of theenvironment, what prediates to use and how operators work. Re�nementis almost always performed down to the most detailed level whih is notpossible in more open-ended and dynami task environments.Using dynami abstration while performing re�nement makes things alot more ompliated. The task environment model is allowed to hange andproblemsmay be generated dynamially. Re�nement in this ontext is not asrisply de�ned as with HTN-planners or hierarhial reinforement learningmethods. A simple example is when a lassial planner is used to generatea solution to a dynamially generated problem. The steps in the solutionmight be re�ned in many di�erent ways depending on the situation, makingthe solution proess more exible but also less de�ned in the general asedue to the multitude of alternatives. One or several steps might be expandedinto any suitable planning model (suh as MDPs, POMDPs or even another



\li" | 2008/4/8 | 9:36 | page 41 | #514.5. HIERARCHICAL SOLUTION NODES 41lassial planning problem) and it is therefore muh more diÆult to de�nethe relationship between the abstration levels than in urrently existingtask re�nement systems.Nevertheless, it is at least possible to measure the impat of a ertaintask re�nement method if an agent with limited omputational resouresuses the method in an environment with a well-de�ned performane elementthat takes the deliberation time into aount (as will be demonstrated inChapter 5 and 6).
4.5 Hierarchical Solution NodesOne of the impliations of using dynami abstration for problem solvingis the need to keep trak of the abstrations and the resulting models tomake sure that they are still useful. For example, if one of the assumptionsis that an objet in the environment is stati, that assumption should be-ome invalid when strong evidene to the ontrary arrives. In the DAREmethod, the so alled Hierarhial Solution Nodes (HSNs) keep trak of theassumptions urrently made and the onditions that an invalidate them.Assumptions are typially made when problem models are onstrutedin a ertain situation. Consider a UAS that is given the task of searhingan area for ertain objets suh as �res, injured people, or ertain vehiles.It must make assumptions about the environment in order to ope with thesituation and task. The sensor input that the UAS an use to detet �resor bodies might for example ome from a CCD amera, laser and an IRamera. It must be deided what the sensor input means and how it shouldbe related to the UAS's urrent task. A possible abstration is that bodiesin the environment are represented with a position vetor and the �res withsome kind of area representation format e.g. polygons or speial values in agrid.The abstrations and the resulting problem models are used for theUAS's deision making and are therefore of utmost importane. It is im-portant that the abstrations remain reasonably valid in order to make theproblem models trustworthy. The abstrations must therefore be ontinu-ously heked or monitored and if some abstration is onsidered invalid,the abstration must be hanged and the problem model that relies on itmay have to hange as well.A HSN is used to store all this neessary information and an thereforebe onsidered as a data struture that keeps trak of abstrations, monitors,problem models and solutions.A HSN is supposed to be used to generate or modify a set of skills thatan be used to arry out solutions to a problem. Depending on the typeof solution, level of detail in the abstrations and what types of skills thatare available, it might also be neessary to store or generate information inthe HSN that desribes how sensor data should be obtained to guide thebehavior.



\li" | 2008/4/8 | 9:36 | page 42 | #5242 CHAPTER 4. THE DARE METHODAs mentioned earlier, a problem spei�ation that is generated throughdynami abstration might be at a very high abstration level and needsto be re�ned further before any available skill an exeute some subset ofthe solution. A HSN an therefore ontain a pointer to another HSN thatrepresents a more re�ned solution to parts of the problem in its parent HSN.The set of HSNs and the parent-hild relationships between them forms aHSN struture whih represents the abstration levels urrently present inan autonomous agent.Figure 4.2 illustrates a possible HSN struture where a set of abstrationsand problem models are used at the same time with di�erent assumptionsabout how the environment works.
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solutionFigure 4.2: An HSN struture that ombines di�erent abstrations and prob-lem models.The soft onstraints planning model, illustrated in Figure 4.2 as theroot HSN's problem model, de�nes the overall mission whih in this ase isto monitor a ertain area while at the same time try to ful�ll all sorts ofonstraints that an typially be used in onstraint-based planners suh asHSTS [51℄ and ASPEN [28℄. A solution to the planning model at this levelis a set of possible variable bindings that determines what the agent shoulddo next. Suppose that the solution is to investigate the areas A1, A3, andA2 in that order and then y bak to base to refuel.Parts of that high-level solution are then re�ned aording to the re-�nement assumption. Suppose that the ation \investigate area A1" is the



\li" | 2008/4/8 | 9:36 | page 43 | #534.6. SUBSCRIPTION VS POLL 43only ation that is re�ned in this example. In this ase, DARE onstrutsa lassial planning model whih takes the high level ation into onsider-ation but also adds additional details and other objetives that the higherabstration did not onsider.In this thesis, it will be assumed that the model onstrution mehanismis apable of reating a reasonable model whih an either guarantee theexistene of a solution or fail and inform the \higher" abstration level thatthe re�nement was impossible to perform. This is not an issue for the asestudies in Chapter 5 and 6 where the model type (MDPs and Depth-limitedlookahead models) make it easy to always guarantee that a solution exists.
4.6 Subscription VS PollThe DARE method an be implemented in di�erent ways. Figure 4.1 de-sribes a version where the abstrations are ontinuously monitored in the\Models invalid or re�nement neessary on some level?" test. This meansthat the method is poll-based ; the onditions are heked by the main threadin the method whih makes it oneptually easy to understand and imple-ment in simple environments.It is also possible to reate a subsription-based version of DARE wherethe onditions are heked by monitors that run in parallel with the mainthread (or even in another proess or on another omputer). The mainthread then sets up the monitors for the di�erent abstrations that shouldbe heked and the agent an then reat to invalidated abstrations whenthey our.In the UAS Teh system, CORBA [59℄ is used as a ommuniation mid-dleware and the di�erent software omponents are distributed on severalomputers. In suh a distributed system, it might be more natural to imple-ment the subsription-based DARE method instead due to the advantagesof using event-based ommuniation in suh a ontext. It is therfore verylikely that an implementation of DARE in the UAS Teh system will besubsription-based. However, it is muh easier to present and understandsingle-threaded methods and the two partial implementations of DARE areboth poll-based whih supports repeatability of the experiments (see Chap-ters 5 and 6).
4.7 The MethodIn this setion, the poll-based version of the DARE method will be desribedin more detail.
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4.7.1 MainProedure 4.1 shows the entry point of the poll-based DARE method whihtakes a set of beliefs (see Setion 4.1) Bel as input. Bel represents allavailable information that is urrently aessible to the agent. This setis allowed to hange dynamially depending on e.g. hanging onditionsand di�erent fous of attention. A skill might for example need spei�knowledge that is alulated elsewhere.
Procedure 4.1 DARE(Bel)1: rootHSN  new Hierarhial Solution Node2: dynabsSolve(rootHSN, Bel)3: while not finished(Bel) do4: replanIfNeessary(rootHSN, Bel)5: end whileDARE initially onstruts the Root HSN, whih represents the highestabstration and deision level in the system. No skills are assumed to beexeuting in the system at this moment. It then alls the dynabsSolve()proedure (see Setion 4.7.2) to generate the �rst HSN struture that de-pends on the urrent beliefs Bel and starts up the skills that will exeute theinitial solutions to the problems. Figure 4.2 illustrates an example of whata resulting HSN struture might look like after alling dynabsSolve().The next task is to atively monitor the abstrations and problemmodelsto see whether they need to be hanged. This task is performed in a loop2 that is exeuted until the agent onsiders that it is �nished. Whether theloop �nishes or not by the agent's initiative depends on the appliation.Some tasks naturally have a well-de�ned end suh as when a UAS is sentout to take a set of pitures of a building struture and return to base, landautonomously and turn o� the engine. Other tasks are more ontinuous innature suh as ying a patrol route while refueling when neessary. In thatase, a human operator might trigger the �nished ondition.Inside the loop, DARE alls the replanIfNeessary() proedure (seeSetion 4.7.4) whih ontinuously heks that the urrent abstrations arevalid and performs replanning (by alling dynabsSolve()) if this is nees-sary.
4.7.2 DynabsSolveThe dynabsSolve() proedure (listed in Proedure 4.2) an be onsideredthe entral part of DARE sine it performs (or oordinates) the followingimportant tasks:2In the subsription-based version of the method, the loop is simply replaed with await for input signals from the monitors.
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Procedure 4.2 dynabsSolve(hsn, Bel)1: abstration(hsn)  findAbstration(Bel)2: problem(hsn)  generateProblem(abstration(hsn), Bel)3: solution(hsn)  solve(problem(hsn), Bel)4: modifySkills(hsn, Bel)5: reateSubProblems(hsn, Bel)� Selection of a suitable abstraction: An abstration is seletedor generated by a all to findAbstration() whih e.g. answersquestions suh as: Should the vehile v be viewed as a stationary3-dimensional objet or perhaps as a point with position and velo-ity? Should the environment be onsidered stohasti or determinis-ti? The best deision should be the one that gives the best perfor-mane of the task given the available algorithms and omputationalresoures.� Generation of a problem model: The abstration is then used togenerate a problem model whih should depend on the hosen abstra-tions. DARE performs this step with a all to generateProblem().If e.g. the abstrations determine that the environment should beonsidered deterministi, it might be possible to generate a lassialplanning model et.� Solving the problem: The solve() proedure is then used to solvethe generated problem model with a suitable solution algorithm.� Modifying the skills: The skills exeuting in the system may haveto be modi�ed aording to the solution. This part is performed witha all to modifySkills().� Creating subproblems: If it is onsidered neessary to re�ne thesolution, reateSubProblems() reates subproblems and adds a subHSN to the urrent HSN (see Setion 4.7.3).In Chapters 5 and 6, onrete implementations of dynabsSolve() willbe presented both where the generated problem is an MDP and a partiallyobservable DDN.
4.7.3 CreateSubProblemsThe main assumption within DARE is that a solution at one level an bere�ned into subproblems that an either be solved with a solution methodor exeuted diretly with some parameterized skill. It was argued in Setion4.4 that this is a good thing to do.The task re�nement in DARE is performed with the reateSubProb-lems() proedure (see Proedure 4.3. In that proedure, there is a all to
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Procedure 4.3 reateSubProblems(hsn, Bel)1: if utoffTest(hsn, Bel) then2: subNode(hsn)  nil3: else4: subNode(hsn)  reateSubHSN(hsn, Bel)5: dynabsSolve(subNode(hsn))6: end ifA quite general uto� riteria might be that there exists skills that re-liably an exeute the solution at the urrent abstration level and morere�nements would not yield a better performane (due to the extra ompu-tational ost to all dynabsSolve() one more).
4.7.4 ReplanIfNecessaryThe poll-based DARE method alls replanIfNeessary() ontinuously tohek that the urrent abstrations are reasonable and to update the HSNstruture and modify the urrently running skills if neessary.
Procedure 4.4 replanIfNeessary(hsn, Bel)1: if hsn == nil then2: return fNo replanning neessaryg3: end if4: if abstrationInvalid(hsn, Bel) then5: subNode(hsn)  nil6: dynabsSolve(hsn, Bel) fReplang7: else8: if keepSubHSN(hsn, Bel) then9: replanIfNeessary(subNode(hsn), Bel)10: else11: reateSubProblems(hsn, Bel)12: end if13: end ifThe HSN struture is then traversed from the root and down and theabstrations are heked for validity and other riteria suh as if a partialsolution should be extended. The abstration validity hek is performedwith a all to abstrationInvalid() and dynabsSolve() is alled if anew abstration is onsidered neessary.Examples of reasons for hanging abstrations an be that somethingshould be viewed in a di�erent way depending on new information. An



\li" | 2008/4/8 | 9:36 | page 47 | #574.8. DISCUSSION 47objet an for example beome totally irrelevant for performing a ertaintask. Examples of this are given in Chapter 5 and 6 where an observationtarget is onsidered irrelevent after it has been lassi�ed and will not beonsidered when the problem models are onstruted. Abstrations mayalso have to hange when an ation that was previously onsidered deter-ministi turns out to be unreliable for some reason (perhaps a mehanialerror). The available proessing power for the deision proess may alsohange for di�erent reasons and then other types of abstrations are moresuitable. Other pratial deisions suh as sampling or generation rate ofdata may also have to be modi�ed dynamially depending on the avail-able omputational resoures and the requirements of the urrent problemmodels.Even if the abstrations are valid in the urrent HSN, it may still bethe ase that the sub HSN must be replaed or modi�ed whih is hekedwith a all to keepSubHSN(). An example of suh a situation is when onlyparts of the solution have been re�ned in the sub HSN and it is neessaryto re�ne some more, possibly due to the agent's exeution.If the sub HSN is kept, replanIfNeessary() is alled reursively andapplied to that HSN.
4.8 DiscussionThis hapter desribed the poll-based DARE method whih is a templatefor performing planning and exeution with dynami abstrations.The method is very abstrat and many things have to be instantiated be-fore it an be used. In this thesis, two instantiations have been onstrutedwhih demonstrate all parts of the method.DARE is very useful in dynami task environments where it is not pos-sible to represent the di�erent parts of the world ompletely at all timesboth during exeution and planning and when it is bene�ial to hangerepresentation when neessary to adapt to hanging onditions. However,for well-spei�ed task environment models whih do not inlude any funda-mental surprises, it is always possible to onstrut better speialized agentsthat an outperform DARE. The strengths of DARE lies in its potential ofhandling surprises that are not part of any �xed task environment model.A task environment that is part of the real world an make any agent witha �xed model fail miserably beause of its inability to reason about detailedparts of its environment. An agent driven by a sophistiated DARE imple-mentation should be able to test di�erent ways of viewing its environmentand thereby beome muh more robust. This would probably require alarge e�ort where a formal language for desribing abstrations and modelonstrutions would help, whih is a topi for future work (see Setion 7.1).The presented version of DARE an be further improved. Generatedsolutions are urrently thrown away if an abstration is onsidered invalid
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Chapter 5

Case Study IThe poll-based DARE method, that was presented in the previous hapter,is very abstrat and a lot of environment lass-dependent work is neededto implement it. The reason for this abstrat presentation is that the orepriniples of DARE an be applied to a large lass of task environments andproblemmodels that bene�t from dynami abstration to fous the attentionon the most important parts during the deision making. In this hapter, aonrete implementation of the method is presented that has been adaptedto a ontinuous, stohasti and fully observable environment lass inspiredby the UAS Teh system. The environment lass ontains a utility-basedagent that reeives rewards when it lassi�es dynami observation targetsor reahes a ertain target area. At the same time it tries to avoid dangersthat init negative rewards if the agent is too lose to them.In this environment lass, MDPs (see Setion 3.4) are used as the plan-ning model at every abstration level and solved with reinforement learningtogether with task environment models that are possible to simulate. Thetask environment models are implemented with fully observable DDNs (seeChapter 3).Parts of the results in this hapter have been published in [57℄.
5.1 Task Environment ClassThe instanes of the task environment lass ontains a single agent thatoperates in a sequential, stohasti, ontinuous and fully observable 2D en-vironment (see Figure 5.1) whih an ontain any number of the followingelements:� Finish areas whih are retangular areas where the agent an safely�nish its urrent task or subtask. Eah area is assoiated with a rewardthat an be used to speify several ompeting target loations.49
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Figure 5.1: An instane of the fully observable UAS environment lass. Theost radius is desribed in Setion 5.2.1The UAS agent an perform one of the following ations:� Move in eight possible diretions (also alled \kings moves") with aertain speed (10 m/s in the implementation).� Wait at the urrent position.� Finish at area whih means that the UAS agent moves towards a�nish area and �nishes when it is reahed. There is one suh ationfor every existing �nish area.� Try to lassify an observation target by moving towards it and ontin-uously perform the lassi�ation. This ation models a more detailedsensor ation whih the agent an use to extrat more informationabout a target than its position.This task environment lass will be alled the fully observable UASenvironment lass.
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5.2 Task Environment ModelThe task environment models are implemented by fully observable DDNswhose struture is shown in Figure 5.2. The external agents are assumed tobe independent of eah other. A DDN an be used for simulation with thehelp of a random number generator where the probability distributions aresampled. Suh a task environment model for simulation and evaluation ofthe agent is supposed to have a �xed time step length dt. When a DDN isused by the agent during the planning phase, dt is determined dynamially(see Setion 5.4.2). An agent reeives a reward of -1 for eah ation itexeutes during one seond whih means e.g. that moving 100 meters givesa total reward of -10 if no dangers are around (see Setion 5.2.1).
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Figure 5.2: The general struture of the fully observable DDN that imple-ments the task environment model.Figure 5.3 shows the relationship between the state variables in a freelymoving external agent. The speed and diretion is assumed to hange ran-domly aording to the Gaussian distributionsN(0; �dt;vel) and N(0; �dt;dir)where �dt;� (� 2 fdir; velg) depends on the time step length used. It is as-sumed that the standard deviation is equal to �1;� for a dt equal to oneseond. In order to make the same standard deviation for N steps of length1=N seonds, �dt;� is set to �1;�pdt.The road network bound agents (see Figure 5.4) are modelled impliitly
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Figure 5.3: The DBN for a freely moving external agent.by �rst generating a random length inrease depending on the urrent ve-loity. The road network is then used to determine where the agent goesby using a uniform distribution at juntions. The distribution for the ur-rent road segment and segment length is impliitly determined (see Setion2.2.4) by a program that follows the urrent road segment to a juntionand then samples the next way to go until the same distane has been ov-ered as in the \distane to go" variable. This is possible sine the solutionmethod used (reinforement learning) does not need an expliit distributionor density funtion.
5.2.1 Danger RewardsIdeally, the (negative) reward reeived from a danger do during the timetnow � dt to tnow an be alulated as follows:Rdo = Z tnowtnow�dtmin(�Cmax + CmaxCR jpa(� )� pdo(� )j; 0)d� (5.1)where pa(� ) and pdo(� ) are the funtions that desribe the movementof the agent and the danger. CR is the ost radius whih determines thedistane from the danger where the reward is zero. Cmax is the highestnegative reward that an be reeived per seond. dt is quite small andan approximation of Rdo is used in the implementation by the followingformula: Rdo = dt �min(�Cmax + CmaxCR dmin; 0) (5.2)Here, dmin is the minimum distane between the danger and the agentduring [tnow � dt; tnow℄ whih makes the approximation a pessimisti one(from the agent's point of view).
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Figure 5.4: The DBN for a road network bound observation target.
5.2.2 Observation Target RewardsFor every observation target in the task environment, the DDN inludesa boolean variable lot whih spei�es if ot has been lassi�ed. The prob-ability P (lot;1jd) of lassifying ot from a distane d during one seond isspei�ed with a so alled Continuous-time Markov Proess [4℄ with onlytwo possible states and with the intensity �d of going from \not lassi�ed" to\lassi�ed". The intensity dereases linearly from a maximum value �ot;maxto zero at the maximum lassi�ation distane dot;max and beyond. Everyinstantiation of a DDN with a time step of dt uses a probability distri-bution P (lot;dtjd) (see Equation 5.3) whih determines the probability oflassifying ot if the lassi�ation ation is performed for a duration of dt.P (lot = truejd; dt) = 1� e��ddt (5.3)If the lassi�ation sueeds, the agent reeives a reward Rl;ot that isindependent of the distane to the observation target.
5.3 SkillsThere are four di�erent parameterized skills available whih an be used toexeute the ations desribed in Setion 5.1. Only one skill at a time anbe exeuted, whih makes it very easy to implement the modifySkills()



\li" | 2008/4/8 | 9:36 | page 54 | #6454 CHAPTER 5. CASE STUDY Iproedure whih is alled from dynabsSolve() in DARE (see Setion 4.7.2).In dynabsSolve(), the modifySkills() proedure is exeuted every timea solution has been found, making it possible to struture and oordinateskills that operate with di�erent abstration levels. This is not neessaryfor the implementation desribed in this hapter where there an only beexatly one skill exeuting at all time, whih is the one that orresponds tothe solution at the \lowest" abstration level.The basi movement skills simply make the agent move in one of eightpossible diretions (kings move diretions) until the skill is terminated bymodifySkills(). The Finish at area skill moves the agent towards thelosest point in a �nish area and �nishes the exeution when the agentis within that area. The Try lassify skill moves the agent towards anobservation target and tries to lassify it at the same time. The probabilityof suess is spei�ed in Setion 5.2.2.
5.4 DARE ImplementationThis setion will desribe in detail how the di�erent parts of the DAREmethod are implemented for the fully observable UAS environment lass.There are several questions that need to be answered when DARE is im-plemented suh as what type of problem models to use and how they aregenerated and solved.
5.4.1 Problem ModelsThe task environment model presented in Setion 5.2 has ontinuous statevariables whih means that it is diÆult to use diretly for planning. Twoommon methods will be onsidered in this thesis to perform planningin suh environment lasses: Depth-limited lookahead and ReinforementLearning (RL). Depth-limited lookahead will be explored in Chapter 6 andRL is used in this ase beause of the fully observable state variables and theopportunity to demonstrate a simple but fully working dynami abstrationmethod (see Setion 5.4.2).As mentioned in Setion 3.4.4, RL methods assume that the environ-ment an be represented with an MDP but it is not neessary to providedetailed transition and reward distributions in advane. In the fully ob-servable UAS environment lass, a task environment model in the form of aDDN is available to the agent but this has a ontinuous state spae whihan not diretly be used without either some funtion approximation of theQ-funtion and/or disretization of the state spae. Funtion approximationis avoided in this ase to make it possible to study the dynami abstrationmethod in isolation.
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5.4.2 Dynamic AbstractionThe main idea of dynami abstration is to dynamially generate modelsin a way that suits the urrent irumstanes in the best possible way (seeSetion 1.8). The abstrations hosen should also depend on the availableomputational power.In this implementation of DARE, muh of the abstration is already de-ided. MDPs are used to represent the planning models whih means thatthe environment is onsidered to be stohasti but fully observable. In amore exible and apable dynami abstration \module", this type of rea-soning should be performed automatially. This is urrently onsidered asfuture work and is further disussed in Setion 7.1. The dynami abstra-tion in this implementation will be onerned with how the state spae Sshould look like when the MDP is solved and how the mapping from thetask environment model's state variables to S is done.The most ommon method when reating a state spae is to use a �xeddisretization. This implementation will however hange the disretizationdepending on what parts of the environment are onsidered most relevantat the moment. A danger that is very lose to the agent should for examplebe onsidered more relevant than a danger that is very far away and theindividual possible negative rewards that they an init should be takeninto onsideration.The main idea of the dynami onstrution of S is then to fous moreon the more relevant objets and state variables in the environment lassby giving them a greater number of possible disrete values. At the sametime, jSj is limited by a onstant, giving the less relevant objets and statevariables fewer possible disrete values.
RelevanceThe number of possible disrete values for an external agent is determined byde�ning an optimization problem over possible disretizations. The utilityof a disretization is spei�ed to depend on the so alled relevane of thedi�erent external agents. The relevane of an external agent dereases withdistane d and also depends on the ost radius Cmax;do for dangers andmaximum lassi�ation distane Rl;ot for observation targets.The relevane funtion for dangers do is de�ned as follows:Reldo(d) = Cmax;doe��do�d (5.4)where �do is set to a value that makes Reldo equal to 10 perent of itsmaximum value at the ost radius. By using the exponential funtion, dan-gers will never be totally irrelevant. Other funtions are of ourse possiblebut this seems to work well in the fully observable UAS environment lass.The relevane funtion Relot for observation targets is similar to Reldoexept that Rl;ot is used instead of Cmax;do and an extra fator ot (see



\li" | 2008/4/8 | 9:36 | page 56 | #6656 CHAPTER 5. CASE STUDY ISetion 5.5.1) is multiplied with Relot whih makes it possible to adjustthe relevane when the ontinuous negative reward reeived from dangers isompared with the \one shot" reward reeived when an observation targetis lassi�ed.The relevane funtion for observation targets ot is then de�ned as:Relot(d) = otRl;ote��ot�d (5.5)where �ot is (similarly to �do) set to a value that makes Relot take thevalue of 0:1 � Rl;ot at the maximum observation distane.The state variables of the agent itself must also be represented in S. It issimply assumed that the relevaneRelXY for the agent's position variable (Xand Y oordinate) is the same as the sum of the external agents' relevanes.This means roughly that the agent should represent its own state variablesin S as muh as its environment's.
Discretization OptimizationThe relevane funtions are then used to de�ne the utility of a disretizationUdis using the following formula:Udis = Xi2OT[DO[fX;Y g (1 + RelijSij )�1 (5.6)where Si is the number of disrete values that are assigned to the objetor state variable i, OT is the set of observation targets, DO is the setof dangers and fX; Y g is the agent's position variables. This partiularformula was hosen beause it seems to distribute the number of disretevalues in a reasonable way in the sense that the inrease of Udis derease forhigher number of values. Other possible utility funtions inlude variantsand ombinations of the sigmoid and the tangent funtion.A maximum state spae size Smax is used to limit the size of S, beause itis then possible to partly ontrol the time that is neessary to provide a rea-sonably good poliy. The total state spae size is alulated by multiplyingall the state ontributions Si.A reasonable state distribution for a disretization is found in the urrentimplementation by performing Hilllimbing searh (see Setion 2.4), maxi-mizing the utility distribution Udis from the initial state where all objetsand features have only one state eah.
ClusteringWhen the optimization is done, the disretization must also de�ne the map-ping from state variables to the di�erent states. The agent's position vari-ables are mapped to a standard grid with a width and height determined bythe state distribution. The mapping for the external agent's state variablesare determined dynamially with k-means lustering [33℄. The k-means
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Procedure 5.1 kMeanCluster(I, K)1: Centroids  K number of random instanes from I2: repeat3: for all i 2 I do4: Calulate eah i's losest entroid i5: end for6: for all  2 Centroids do7: Calulate the enter of  given its assigned instanes I8: Assign a new entroid new that is losest to the enter of 9: end for10: until All entroids stay the same11: Return CentroidsThe set of instanes I are generated by sampling the task environmentmodel from the urrent state Ns runs with Np samples in eah run. Theso alled temporal horizon Thoriz;ddn of the DDN de�nes how far aheadin time the task environment simulation and instane generation will beperformed. The temporal horizon for a DDN with width w and height his v�1A max(w; h) where vA is the agent's speed. The number of runs Ns isalways set to 10 and the number of samples at eah run Np is always 100whih gives a total of 1000 instanes for eah external agent.The temporal horizon together with the standard grid determines thedt parameter that is used to onstrut a �xed time step DDN. The timestep dt is set to dtmin(wg ; hg) where wg and hg is the width and height ofa standard grid ell and dt is a onstant fator that determines how longdt should be relative to the grid ell size. dt was set to 0.1 during theexperiments (see Setion 5.5).Figure 5.5 illustrates a typial result after the disretization optimizationand lustering.
5.4.3 Solution MethodThe disretization, determined by the dynami abstration method de-sribed in Setion 5.4.2, an then be used for planning. Sine the tran-sition and reward distributions for the given disretization is unknown anddiÆult to alulate exatly from the DDN, the DynaQ (see Setion 3.4.5)reinforement learning method is used to solve the indued MDP. DynaQ istherefore used for both implementing the generateProblem() (transitionand reward distribution) and the solve() proedures in DARE.In the implementation, the �-greedy exploration funtion (see Setion3.4.4) is used with � set to 0.1 and the number of planning steps performed
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Figure 5.5: An example disretization after disretization optimization andlustering. The total state spae is 16 �3 �2+1 = 97 where the standard gridontributes with 16, D1 with 3, D2 with 2 and the �nish area with 1 possibledisrete values. D1 is a road network bound danger that is moving to theright and D2 is a freely moving danger that moves towards south-west.in DynaQ is set to 5. The step length time is determined by the width ofthe ells in the standard grid with respet to the agents speed.DynaQ was originally designed to be used for ontinuous interationwith an environment and not to get a solution within a ertain time. Itan easily be turned into an anytime algorithm [15℄ by letting it run for aertain amount of time or number of exeution steps. The question is then:How long should it run before the Q-funtion an be used for exeution?The question is entral and important for the use of dynami abstrationfor problem solving beause the time used for problem solving is importantwhen the tradeo� between feasibility and auray of the planning modelis determined. Setion 5.5 presents some experiments where this tradeo�is spei�ed when the dynamis of the environment, S, exeution speed andnumber of simulation steps that DynaQ performs are taken into aount.Proedure 5.2 shows the implementation of dynabsSolve() in the fullyobservable UAS environment lass. findDisDist() implements the dis-retization optimization desribed in Setion 5.4.2. generateInstanes()performs the olletion of instanes to the kMeanCluster() algorithm thatreturns the set of entroids for all external agents. DynaQStepLimited()is an implementation of DynaQ where the number of simulation steps islimited whih determines the termination ondition in DynaQ (Proedure3.4 on page 36). One of the experiments in Setion 5.5 determines the op-timal balane between state spae size and number of simulation steps forthe implementation.The dynami abstration and solution method has now been de�nedwhen a ertain task environment model is given to the agent. For taskenvironment models with many external agents the disretization beomes
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Procedure 5.2 dynabsSolve(hsn, V)1: disDist(hsn)  findDisDist(V)2: for all External agents ea do3: I  generateInstanes(TEModel(hsn), V)4: lusters(ea, hsn)  kMeanCluster(I, disDist(ea, hsn))5: end for6: solution(hsn)  DynaQStepLimited(hsn)7: timeStamp(hsn)  urrentTime()8: reateSubProblems(hsn)9: if subNode(hsn) = nil then10: Set the urrent skill aording to solution(hsn)11: end ifvery oarse and the solution steps an take a long time to exeute. There�nement assumption (see Setion 4.4) states that it might be bene�ialto re�ne suh oarse solution steps into subproblems with the reateSub-Problems() Proedure in DARE. This proedure is desribed in the nextsetion.
5.4.4 Subproblem GenerationThe implementation of DARE's reateSubProblems() for the fully ob-servable UAS environment lass reates subproblems by generating newDDNs that are determined by taking the solution poliy into onsidera-tion. If the solution e.g. has a Move East ation spei�ed for the urrentstate, the sub DDN for that subproblem is reated with an added �nisharea to the east of the agent. Figure 5.6 illustrates the di�erent types ofsubmodels that an be onstruted. The idea is to use that submodel togenerate a more detailed solution for moving the agent to the east, ignoringthe other parts of the environment at the moment. The relation between thesolution on one abstration level and the re�ned solution is then spei�edwith dynamially generated task environment models.With this implementation of reateSubProblems() it is possible, intheory, to re�ne solutions inde�nitely whih is not aeptable. The ut-OffTest() in DARE is in this ase used to stop the re�nement when thesolution is onsidered detailed enough. In this fully observable UAS envi-ronment lass, the uto� is made when the sub DDN's width or height issmaller than a ertain threshold (50 meters in this ase) or when the DDNdoes not ontain any external agents.There is also a question of how muh of the solution to re�ne. At oneextreme, every state/ation pair in the poliy an be re�ned, leading tojSjjAj number of re�nements. A more likely situation is that only a stritsubset of the solution is re�ned due to demands of a reasonable responsetime. The urrent implementation only re�nes the urrent state and the
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A = Agent, D = Danger, OT = Observation target, F = Finish areaFigure 5.6: Examples of sub DDNs that an be reated for some of theagent's ations. The new DDN's width is determined by the size of thestandard grid ells and the type of ation that the DDN represents. New�nish areas are onstruted in the generated DDN that represents the sub-problem's goal. Notie that the agent is allowed to �nish before it haslassi�ed the observation target, whih means that the Try Classify sub-problem models the possibility of \giving up" if it is onsidered to be toodangerous (ostly). The sub DDNs for Move NorthWest, Move West et.are reated in similar ways.solution poliy's ation in that state.The implementation of reateSubProblems() for the fully observableUAS environment lass is shown in Proedure 5.3 where reateSubHSN()onstruts a DDN aording to the urrent solution poliy.
Procedure 5.3 reateSubProblems(hsn, V)1: if not utoffTest(hsn, V) then2: subNode(hsn)  reateSubHSN(hsn, V)3: dynAbsSolve(subNode(hsn))4: end if

5.4.5 Replanning ConditionsAfter dynabsSolve() has generated an initial solution in the poll-basedDARE method, a loop is entered (see Proedure 4.1 on page 44) where thereplanIfNeessary() is alled to ontinuously hek if any replanningneeds to be performed due to unsuitable abstrations or other onditions.The all to abstrationInvalid() is made to hek if the urrentlyused abstrations are invalid and need to be replaed with a all to dyn-AbsSolve(). The implementation of abstrationInvalid() for the fully
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Procedure 5.4 utoffTest(hsn, V)1: if No of external agents in the (not yet reated)TEModel(subNode(hsn)) = 0 then2: Return true3: else if The width or heigth of TEModel(subNode(hsn)) < 50 meters

then4: Return true5: else6: Return false7: end if

Procedure 5.5 reateSubHSN(hsn, V)1: Create a new HSN newHSN2: TEModel(newHSN)  The task environment model that orrespondsto the ation in solution(hsn)3: Return newHSNobservable UAS environment lass is shown in Proedure 5.7 whih per-forms the optimization of the state distribution and heks if it di�ers toomuh from the urrent one. The onstant DDmax determines how muhthe normalized state distributions an di�er before the abstration is on-sidered invalid. The HSN struture also keeps trak of the time when theabstrations �rst was used. An abstration is also onsidered invalid if ithas been used more than a fration �g of the temporal horizon for the task.If the abstration is onsidered OK, the keepSubHSN() proedure isalled to hek if the urrent sub HSN should be kept or not. In the imple-mentation, if the agent exeutes a solution to a subproblem that leads to agoal or subgoal, a new subproblem must be generated and solved with a allto reateSubProblems(). A new subproblem an also be generated if astate hange ours and the solution poliy spei�es that a di�erent ationshould be exeuted than the one used to generate the subproblem. If forexample an external agent makes the state hange and the best ation isonsidered to be Move South instead of Move East, a new subproblem isreated that orresponds to the Move South ation and dynabsSolve() isalled with the orresponding sub DDN.
5.5 ExperimentsA set of experiments have been performed with the implementation to testthe viability of this type of dynami abstration method when used in thefully observable UAS environment lass.
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Procedure 5.6 replanIfNeessary(hsn, V)1: if hsn == nil then2: return fNo replanning neessaryg3: end if4: if abstrationInvalid(hsn, V) then5: set subNode(hsn) to nil6: dynAbsSolve(hsn, V) fReplang7: else8: if keepSubHSN(hsn, V) then9: replanIfNeessary(subNode(hsn), V)10: else11: reateSubProblems(hsn, V)12: end if13: end if

Procedure 5.7 abstrationInvalid(hsn, V)1: if (urrentTime() - timestamp(hsn)) > Treplan then2: Return true3: end if4: di�  j stateDist(hsn) - findDisDist(hsn) j5: if di� =jdi�j > DDmax then6: Return true7: else8: Return false9: end if
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5.5.1 SetupAll experiments were performed in a so alled simulated dynami modewhih means that the environment evolved during the agent's deliberation,whih is important to simulate in general if the task environment (see Se-tion 1.2) is atually dynami. The deliberation time was determined by thenumber of steps the DynaQ algorithm performs when the planning is per-formed at the abstration levels, and is therefore assumed to be a funtionof the number of steps.A set of 500 randomly generated test task environments were generatedand used in the experiments where the same random seed was used everytime in a given environment. This means that the external agents behavedin the same way every time given a ertain environment number, whihredued the variane in omparison tests [36℄. The agent had aess to allthe parameters of the task environment exept for the atual outomes ofthe random number generators. The step lengths during evaluation werealso di�erent from the models that the agent used during planning.Eah task environment had 1-5 observation targets with a random ob-servation reward between 10 and 50, 1-5 dangers with a Cmax (maximumnegative reward) of 10 per seond, and 1-3 �nish areas with a random rewardbetween 10 and 30. The starting position of the agent were randomized aswell in an area whih is always 400x300 meters.
State Space vs Simulation StepsThe maximum state spae size Smax during disretization optimization issupposed to approximately determine the time it takes to solve the generatedMDP. A larger Smax makes the solution more detailed and probably gives abetter performane, but only if DynaQStepLimited() is allowed to take asuÆiently large number of steps. More steps take more time whih makesthe total performae go down due to the simulated dynamis model whihould yield an optimal on�guration of those two parameters. Figure 5.7shows the result when the number of simulation steps and Smax are varied.It seems like there is a quite large range of Smax and number of simulationsteps that yields aeptable performane, as long as neither of them areset too low. This is a good sign that indiates that detailed parametertuning is not vital for the performane. It is also important to point outthat Smax spei�es the maximum possible number of states that an bedisovered during the planning. In pratie, the number of disovered statesis sometimes muh less, espeially when Smax is very large (see Table 5.1).
Relevance Factor for Observation TargetsSetion 5.4.2 introdued the relevane fator ot for observation targets thatis used to determine the relevane when so alled \one-shot" rewards re-eived from lassifying observation targets are ompared to the ontinuous
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Figure 5.7: The result when the number of simulation steps and Smax arevaried.negative reward reeived from being too lose to dangers. One of the exper-iments was to determine an aeptable value for ot empirially. ot was inthat experiment varied between 0 and 5 and the result is shown in Figure5.8. The results indiate that even the ot parameter an have a wide rangeof possible values if just 0 is avoided. This is a quite surprising but positiveresult beause it demonstrates that no detailed tuning of ot is neessary.
Temporal Validity FactorAn abstration is always onsidered invalid after a ertain time Treplan (seeProedure 5.7). Treplan is alulated by �TThoriz;hsn where �T is alledthe temporal validity fator. Figure 5.9 shows the result when �T variesbetween 0 and 0.4. The best result seems to be when �T is set to approxi-mately 0.075 but aeptable results are reeived for values between 0.1 and0.3 as well and the performane seems to gradually drop after that.
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Figure 5.8: The result when ot is varied.
Abstraction LevelsThere are many ways to test the bene�ts from using more abstration lev-els. One suh method is to inrease the minimum ell size, making there�nements our less frequently. Another way is to simply set a maximumnumber of abstration levels. Figure 5.10 shows the result when the maxi-mum number of abstration levels are varied. The result veri�es that severalabstration levels are bene�ial, even when the dynamis of the environmentpenalizes the extra omputation. The �gure also demonstrates the e�et ofthe uto� ondition whih prevents that more than three abstration levelsare reated.
Architecture SpeedupA simple experiment was performed when the omputational resoures wasdereased 10 times and inreased 100 and 1000 times the original. Theresult is shown in Table 5.1. The reason for the large gap between Smax inthe two experiments was that the number of atually visited states duringthe solution phase was muh lower than 100000. The speedup of 100 givesa rather large step in the result (from approximately 21 to 36).
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Figure 5.9: The result when the temporal validity fator �T is varied.
Equal RelevanceIt is interresting to investigate how e�etive the dynami abstration isompared to a �xed abstration. The problem with suh an experimentis that the urse of dimensionality makes the state spae explode whenmany external agents are present. Suppose that the agent represents everyexternal agent with n disrete values in the disretization. If there are Nexternal agents in the environment and the agent represents its own positionwith Np number of disrete values, jSj beomes Np �nN . When N is equal to10 (the highest number of external agents in the tests), by just setting n to 9disrete values (whih ould be used to onstrut a 3x3 grid or use lusters)and Np to 16 (possibly a 4x4 grid) leads to a state spae larger than 55billion. This size of S an atually be dealt with if funtion approximationmethods are used or symmetries of the problem are exploited. In this wayit is possible to onstrut a �xed abstration poliy that an be used topossibly outperform the dynami abstration method. But what if just oneor two external agents are added or removed? With this approah, the statespae will beome totally di�erent and the solution poliy may turn out tobe useless. The point is that if it is possible to know exatly how the statespae will look like (as in bakgammon or hess), it is possible to onstrut
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Figure 5.10: The result when the maximum number of abstration levelsare varied.high quality solutions. In a more exible environment where objets anbe added or removed in a mixed-initiative setting, the dynami abstrationmethod is probably more e�etive, even if only small problems an be solvedat a time.An experiment was performed when the relevane for all features wasset to an equal value. The resulting mean reward for the equal relevanewas only 4.26. When the relevane information was used, the mean rewardreeived was 20.94 instead whih demonstrates the importane (in this taskenvironment) of onstruting the abstrations dynamially with a reasonablerelevane measure.
5.6 CommentsThis hapter has presented an implementation of the DARE method forthe fully observable UAS environment lass. The experiments only makeomparisons between di�erent settings of the parameters in the dynamiabstration, but, by observing the behavior of the agent many deisions itmakes are very reasonable. In some ases, the agent makes greedy deisions



\li" | 2008/4/8 | 9:36 | page 68 | #7868 CHAPTER 5. CASE STUDY ISpeedup Smax Sim. steps Mean reward0.1 50 150 4.891 150 1000 20.94100 1000 20000 36.381000 100000 100000 40.16Table 5.1: Three results when the arhiteture was slowed down 10 timesand sped up 1, 100, and 1000 times the original speed.where it takes an easy way out by �nishing at a nearby �nish area whenthere are still unlassi�ed observation targets in the area that are diÆultto reah due to dangers.The implementation performs well and sales up niely when the numberof objets in the environment lass inreases due to the dynami abstration.It has been demonstrated how all parts of DARE an be implemented inpratie and possibly the most interesting part is the implementation of thedynami abstration whih atually performs an optimization over the statedistribution in the disretizations.It takes some e�ort to implement DARE in a given environment lassand it may be an overkill in this partiular ase. It is expeted that most ofthe bene�ts of DARE will be demonstrated in more omplex environmentlasses where many di�erent types of abstrations and planning model typeshave to interat and it is too time-onsuming to speify beforehand how theagents should view the di�erent parts of the environment in every ase.Figure 4.2 on page 42 illustrates one vision where di�erent planning modeltypes and abstrations an be used at the same time depending on whetherthey are suitable to represent the abstrations suÆiently well.The experiments strongly indiate that the hoie of abstrations shoulddepend on the available omputational resoures when the task environmentis dynami (see e.g. Table 5.1). For planning with a performane measure,this tradeo� between auray and feasibility an atually be tested whenthe experiments take the deliberation time into aount through the modelwith simulated dynamis.Although the fully observable UAS environment lass is dynami, on-tinuous and stohasti, it is atually not of muh use for any realisti missionfor the UAS Teh system, mainly due to the assumtion of full observabilitybut also beause of the simpli�ed movement assumption and that no obsta-les exist. The next hapter will desribe a ase study where some of theideas of DARE are applied to a partially observable extension of the fullyobservable UAS environment lass.
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Chapter 6

Case Study IIChapter 5 desribed an implementation of the DARE method whih demon-strated how dynami abstration an be performed in pratie and providenan example of problem generation and abstration monitoring.The environment lass used in that ase study was rather simple. Theassumptions of a fully observable task environment, no obstales and a verysimple movement assumption (kings moves) makes it impossible to use di-retly for a mission for the UAS Teh system. The environment lass anstill be diÆult to handle without a dynami abstration mehanism due tothe urse of dimensionality (if MDPs are used as planning models).Sine one of the goals of the work with the DARE method is to pushdynami abstration tehniques into realisti settings, the next step is toimplement it for a more realisti environment lass, whih is the fous ofthis hapter. This new environment lass still has dangers and observationtargets as in the previous ase study, but now these external agents are onlypartially observable and the environment ontains obstales that must beavoided.In this environment lass (desribed further in Setion 6.1), partial ob-servability means that the agent an not see through the obstales with itsnoisy sensor (a amera in this ase) and not further than a ertain range.Another modi�ation of the environment lass from Chapter 5 is thatthe agent is restrited to move on linear path segments that, in this ase,are returned by a roadmap-based pathplanner [61℄.DDNs are still used to model the task environments, but in this aseobservation variables are used as well and �ltering is neessary to keep trakof the external agents. Partile �lters are used beause of the apparent needto model the multi-modal and nonlinear harateristi of the probabilitydistribution.The DARE method's approah of dynamially generating planning mod-els \on the y" is also followed in this ase study. The main di�erenebetween the method used in Chapter 5 is that the belief state is used to69



\li" | 2008/4/8 | 9:36 | page 70 | #8070 CHAPTER 6. CASE STUDY IIgenerate problems and the type of planning model is di�erent; an adaptedversion of depth-limited lookahead is used instead of reinforement learn-ing. Optimization is still used, but in this ase the result of the optimizationdetermines the possible points that the UAS agent will onsider ying toinstead of the state distribution.All the features in the DARE method are not implemented e.g. dy-nami abstration hierarhies. The implementation uses two �xed levelsat all times; one for the ight manouvers and one for the detailed ameramovement. It is still onsidered as dynami abstration sine the planningmodels are generated depending on the urrent situation.The results presented in this hapter are published in [58℄.
6.1 Task Environment ClassFigure 6.1 shows an instane of the partially observable UAS environmentlass.
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Figure 6.1: An instane of the partially observable UAS environment lass.D1 and D2 are dangers and OT is an observation target. The irles aroundthe external agents show the ost radius and the maximum lassi�ationdistane. FA1 and FA2 are �nish areas.In this environment lass, the agent is only allowed to move on linearsegments that are returned from a pathplanner. The pathplanner in thisase is roadmap-based whih is quite similar to one of the planners that areused in the UAS Teh system [61℄ where a probabilisti roadmap planneris used. The main di�erene is that the environment is in this ase two-dimensional and the roadmap is generated deterministially by setting theverties to the surrounding points of the obstales and then onneting everyvisible vertex. Plans are generated by onneting the start and goal vertex



\li" | 2008/4/8 | 9:36 | page 71 | #816.2. TASK ENVIRONMENT MODEL 71to the roadmap and performing A* searh with the straight-line heuristi.Figure 6.2 illustrates an example of a path from A to B generated by thepathplanner.
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Figure 6.2: The �gure illustrates a planned path from point A to B, returnedfrom the 2D roadmap-based pathplanner.The UAS agent is equipped with a amera that an be used to trak theexternal agents and lassify the observation targets whih an be viewed asa more detailed sensing ation where more information is extrated from thetarget than its position. It is assumed that it has a maximum range and thatsome kind of geographi information system (GIS) is used to map the imagetraking information to world oordinates. This type of funtionality isimplemented in the UAS Teh system where a Kalman �lter is used to keeptrak of the UAS's pose with the input given from the inertial navigationsystem and GPS [11℄.The rewards that are reeived still depend on the distane to dangersand suessful lassi�ations as in Chapter 5, but in this partially observableenvironment the external agent has to be visible from the agent to modifythe (positive or negative) reward.
6.2 Task Environment ModelFigure 6.3 on page 72 shows a DDN for an instane of the partially observ-able UAS environment lass with one freely moving danger and one roadnetwork bound observation target. Every freely moving external agent issimulated by a DBN similar to the one used in hapter 5 with the help ofa random number generator. The main di�erene is that the freely movingexternal agents try to avoid the obstales in the environment as well, whihis performed with a simple ollision avoidane tehnique that makes theexternal agent slow down when it is about to hit an obstale.The DBNs for road network bound external agents are idential to theDBNs used in the fully observable UAS environment lass.The main di�erene from the fully observable environment lass is thepresene of observation variables that are used to model the noisy sensor of
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Figure 6.3: An example of a DDN for a task environment that ontains oneroad network bound observation target and a freely moving danger.the agent. There is one observation variable Oea for eah external agent eawhih has a domain of R
2[NO whereNO indiates that ea was not observedat all. In Figure 6.3, these variables are alled OT Obs and Danger Obsfor larity.Sine partile �lters (see Setion 6.4) are used to represent the belief



\li" | 2008/4/8 | 9:36 | page 73 | #836.2. TASK ENVIRONMENT MODEL 73state, likelihood funtions that are proportional to fObsea(ojX) have to beonstruted for the observation variables where X is the set of state vari-ables that desribes the agent's position, ea's position (see Setion 6.4) andwhether ea is within line of sight and within the amera's view area. Figure6.4 on page 73 illustrates the four di�erent ases that are onsidered in theobservation model.
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Figure 6.4: The four di�erent ases in the observation model. Case 1: Anobservation was reieved and the partile is atually within the amera view.Case 2: No observation was reeived even if the partile is visible and withinthe amera view. Case 3: A spurious observation was reeived. Case 4: Noobservation was reeived when the partile either is outside the amera'sview or bloked by an obstale.



\li" | 2008/4/8 | 9:36 | page 74 | #8474 CHAPTER 6. CASE STUDY IICase 1 in Figure 6.4 is handled by a gaussian likelihood funtion Lobs;v(d)with zero mean and a 5 meter standard deviation where d is the distanefrom the observation to the external agent, obs means that an observationwas reeived and v that the external agent atually was visible. Cases 2, 3and 4 are handled by three di�erent onstant likelihoods Lno�obs;v, Lobs;vand Lno�obs;:v to model the possibility of spurious observations.
6.3 SkillsThe available skills in the partially observable UAS environment lass maththe atual Task Proedures that are available in the UAS Teh system muhbetter than in the fully observable one. The agent has skills that an performthe following ations:� Fly path: This skill an y a given linear path with a onstant speedand it stops at the target position. It an be interrupted at any time.� Wait: This skill orresponds to the UAS Teh system's hovering a-tion. A simplifying assumption is that the agent an stop immediatelywithout any delay.� Turn camera: A skill that an turn the amera in any diretion. Itis assumed that the amera an be instantaneously turned from oneangle to another and that the skill an be exeuted in parallel with allthe other skills in the system.� Finish: This skill orresponds to the UAS Teh system's automatilanding ation. The agent must be within a �nish area to be able toexeute that skill.It is also assumed that in parallel, the agent performs automati las-si�ation and traking of the external agents whih ould be onsidered asanother skill that is ontinuously exeuting.
6.4 Belief State and FilteringThe belief state of the agent is represented with a set of partile �lters, onefor eah external agent. It is assumed that the number and types of externalagents are known in advane.The partile �lter uses partiles to represent a probability distributionand the partiles are di�erent depending on what type of external agentit is. A road network bound external agent's partile inludes the urrentroad segment, distane travelled on that segment and the urrent veloity.A freely ying agent instead has the urrent position and veloity (both2-dimensional) in eah partile.



\li" | 2008/4/8 | 9:36 | page 75 | #856.4. BELIEF STATE AND FILTERING 75The sequential importane resampling (SIR) [3℄ algorithm is used toupdate the belief state after eah step. The SIR algorithm is shown inProedure 6.1 and it uses a so alled low variane resampling algorithm(see Proedure 6.2).Every partile �lter for the external agents is updated with a separateall to SIR() to update the agent's full belief state. xk in SIR() is then theset of all state variables in the external agent's DBN (see e.g. Figure 6.3)and xik is the i:th partile in the urrent partile set Xea;k. Obsea;k is theobservation state variable that was observed whih is set to a position orNO (no observation).
Procedure 6.1 SIR(Xea;k�1, Obsea;k)1: for i = 1 to Ns do2: Draw xik � P (Xkjxik�1)3: wik  LObsea;k;v2xik(d)4: end for5: t PNsi wik6: for i = 1 to Ns do7: wik  wikt8: end for9: Return lowVarianeSample(wk, xk)
Procedure 6.2 lowVarianeSample(wk, xk)1: 1  02: for i 2 to Ns do3: i  i�1 +wik4: end for5: i 16: u1 �U[0; N�1s ℄7: for j  1 to Ns do8: while uj > i do9: i i+ 110: end while11: xjk;res  xik12: end for13: Return xk;resFigure 6.5 shows an example of a belief state that is represented withpartile �lters in the partially observable UAS environment lass. The truestate is illustrated in Figure 6.1. The agent has loalized the two dangers D1and D2 quite well but is still unertain of where the observation target OTis. The �gure shows the partile �lter's apability of modeling the multi-modal harateristi of the probability distribution that seems to be useful
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FA2Figure 6.5: An example of a belief state represented with partile �lters.The agent has loalized the two dangers D1 and D2 but not the observationtarget OT.
6.5 DARE ImplementationThis setion desribes the partial implementation of DARE in this environ-ment lass. It is only a partial implementation due to the fat that thenumber of abstration levels does not hange dynamially depending on thesituation. It is always assumed that the movement of the agent an beplanned without taking the detailed amera movement into onsideration.The amera movement is determined after the agent knows what diretion(if any) it should go.The implementation of DARE for this environment lass still makes useof the dynami view of planning models. New planning models that anbe used for depth-limited lookahead, are generated depending on the ur-rent belief state of the agent and implements the generateProblem()proedure in DARE. The depth-limited lookahead implements the solve()proedure in DARE.Setion 6.5.1 presents the problem generation proedure and Setion6.5.2 desribes the details of how the depth-limited lookahead is performed.
6.5.1 Planning Model GenerationThe planning model generation onsists of the following two steps:� Point seletion and� Connetion of the seleted points with a pathplanner
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Point SelectionThe �rst step of the planning model generation proedure is to �nd a set ofgood points that the agent should onsider ying to. A good point shouldbe lose to unlassi�ed observation targets and suÆiently far from dangers.The number of points that are seleted, Npg, should not be too many (whihwould make the model too big) or too few. Npg is an important design pa-rameter when the tradeo� between auray and feasibility of the planningmodel is onsidered for a ertain arhiteture (see Setion 6.6).The problem of seleting the set of points is formulated as an iterativeoptimization problem. A utility measure is de�ned for a point given theurrent belief state and this measure is used to ompare di�erent points.One point at a time is seleted and the previously seleted points are usedto modify the utility funtion for inreased diversity of the points (otherwisethe same point an be seleted over and over). The positions of dangers andobservation targets ontribute to the utility but also the distane from theseleted point to the agent and whether the point is within a �nish area ornot matters.The belief state is represented with partile �lters and eah partilein every �lter ontributes to the total utility. This yields some kind ofapproximation of the expeted utility of a seleted point.All the ontributions from dangers, observation targets, �nish areas, dis-tane from the agent and previously seleted points are added and speifythe total expeted utility of seleting that partiular point.The utility ontribution from a danger's partile, Udo, depends on thedistane d from the partile to the agent:(Udo =min(�Cmax + CmaxCR d; 0) if do is visible from the agent0 otherwise (6.1)where CR is the ost radius of the danger.Similarly, the point utility for observation targets also depends on thedistane but one also needs to onsider whether it has been lassi�ed pre-viously or not:Uot = (Rl;ot � Rl;otdot;max d d < dot;max and :lot0 otherwise (6.2)where Rl;ot is the reward for lassifying the target ot, dot;max is themaximum lassi�ation distane and lot the boolean variable that spei�eswhether ot has been lassi�ed previously or not. Notie that observationtargets that have been previously lassi�ed provide nothing to the pointutility, making it possible for the agent to fous on more important externalagents or �nish areas.The utility ontribution Ufa from a �nish area fa is the same as theorresponding �nish reward if the point is within fa and the agent has not



\li" | 2008/4/8 | 9:36 | page 78 | #8878 CHAPTER 6. CASE STUDY IIexeuted the �nish ation yet (whih is only important when Ufa is usedduring the depth-limited lookahead. See Setion 6.5.2).To provide a simple way to reate diversity of the seleted points, thepoint seletion takes the previously seleted points into aount. Thepenalty funtion Up is used for the set of previously seleted points p thatdepends linearly on the distane between the onsidered point with one ex-eption: if the newly seleted point is loated within a �nish area and noother point is, no penalty is given.The distane from the onsidered point to the agent also ontributes tothe point's utility. The ost of travelling in a straight line from the agent tothat point is used as the ost estimate.Figure 6.6 shows an example of the utility funtion used for point sele-tion when the belief state is the one in Figure 6.5.
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Graph GenerationWhen the set of points have been seleted, paths are planned between everyombination of distint point pairs to onstrut a graph. This operation is



\li" | 2008/4/8 | 9:36 | page 79 | #896.5. DARE IMPLEMENTATION 79performed with a roadmap-based 2D pathplanner using A*-searh whih isquite similar to the PRM-based pathplanner that is used in the UAS Tehsystem [61℄. The set of resulting paths determines the �nite set of ationsthat the agent an perform, making it possible to perform lookahead-basedplanning in the partially observable UAS environment lass.The number of paths is redued to lower the branhing fator for thedepth-limited lookahead whih in this ase means that paths that ontributelittle or nothing are removed. This is performed by onsidering all triples ofdistint points. If the length of a path between two points a and b is givenby la;b, then if la;b + lb; < �l � la;, the path from a and  is removed fromthe planning model. �l is set to 1.1 in the implementation.Figure 6.7 shows an example of how a dynamially generated planningmodel an look like given the utility funtion in �gure 6.6. Note that someof the paths are going straight through the positions of the dangers, whihseems to be very irrational. The point seletion does not take the path to thepoints into onsideration and therefore these seemingly stupid paths arise.The \stupidity" of those hoies is disovered later during the depth-limitedlookahead beause if the agent simulates suh a path, a large negative rewardwill be reeived.
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6.5.2 Solution MethodThe planning in the planning model is done by a depth-limited lookaheadfrom the urrent belief state (whih is represented by the partile �lters).The planning model is not diretly suitable for applying the depth-limitedlookahead idea sine by simply onsidering the movement from one point to



\li" | 2008/4/8 | 9:36 | page 80 | #9080 CHAPTER 6. CASE STUDY IIanother as a primitive ation without modi�ation ignores all the possibleobservations and rewards that are reeived during the exeution.Proedure 6.3 shows the depth-limited lookahead algorithm that is usedin the implementation. It enumerates all ations as normal depth-limitedlookahead does but samples Nobs sequenes of observations and belief statesinstead of enumerating the (in�nite) number of possible observations duringthe exeution of the ation.During lookahead, the amera is assumed to have a 360 degree �eld ofview whih means that the movement of the amera is planned at a laterstage. If the movement of the amera would be onsidered in depthLim-itedLookahead(), the branhing fator would beome too large and thatabstration would not be a good hoie.
Procedure 6.3 depthLimitedLookahead(depth, BSur)1: if depth � d then2: Return hPx2BSur U(x)jBSurj , Waiti3: end if4: BSstart  BSur5: bestValue  �16: bestAtion  Wait7: for all Ations a possible in BSur do8: sum  09: for i 1 to Nobs do10: Filter a sequene of steps starting with BSstart11: Store belief state result BSend and reward r12: hUest; abesti  depthLimitedLookahead(depth + 1, BSend)13: sum  sum +r + Uest14: end for15: Uest(a) sumNobs16: if Uest(a) > bestValue then17: bestValue  Uest(a)18: bestAtion  a19: end if20: end for21: Return hbestValue, bestAtioniWhen a movement ation has been seleted by the depth-limited looka-head, the solution in the HSN onsists simply of the bestAction returnedfrom depthLimitedLookahead(). This solution is then re�ned to seletthe amera movement.
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6.5.3 Camera MovementThe DARE method use the reateSubproblems() proedure to re�nesolutions. The implementation of reateSubproblems() in the partiallyobservable UAS environment lass is fairly trivial sine it is always the asethat the amera movement is planned when a solution ation is returnedby depthLimitedLookahead(). The re�nement does not have to be �xedlike that. It an be de�ned by generating a new DDN whih representsthe subproblem of performing the spei�ed ation suh as moving towards areated �nish area (like in Setion 5.4.4) but that has not been implemented.The amera movement, given the ation returned from the depth-limitedlookahead, is planned by enumerating a set of possible amera diretionsand seleting the one that maximizes the expeted relevane of the visiblepartiles in the belief state. The relevane Rpdo for a visible danger objetpartile pdo is alulated by Cmax � e��pdo �d whih is the same measure usedin Setion 5.4.2 when the state distribution was determined. The maindi�erenes are that the point to point visibility and the amera's view areaare taken into aount and that it is the expeted relevane that is alulatedwith a ontribution from all partiles.Sine the amera is assumed to be apable of pointing instantaneouslytowards a seleted point, independent of its previous angle, the urrent beliefstate BSur is used diretly to selet the amera angle.
6.5.4 DynabsSolve ImplementationAll the parts of the implementation of DARE's dynabsSolve() proedurehave been presented and are in this setion listed in Proedures 6.4 and6.5. What is missing for a full implementation of DARE is the dynamigeneration of abstration levels. This an be done in many di�erent waysby reating sub HSNs that onsider the �rst step of the solution as a sub-problem. For example, a subproblem to a \y path" ation an view thetarget position as a �nish area and try to �nd a better way to get therethan the previously planned path. On that level of abstration, it mightalso be possible to use more detailed ation desriptions that e.g. onsiderthe veloity of the agent.
Procedure 6.4 dynabsSolve(hsn, TEModel)1: points(hsn)  findPoints(TEModel)2: problem(hsn)  reateProblem(TEModel, hsn)3: ation(hsn)  depthLimitedLookahead(d, BS(TEModel))4: timestamp(hsn)  urrentTime()5: planCameraMovement(hsn)6: Update movement skill aording to ation(hsn)
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Procedure 6.5 planCameraMovement(hsn, TEModel)1: bestAngle  findBestAngle(BS(TEModel))2: Update amera skill with bestAngle
6.5.5 ReplanningA solution to a planning model is only kept for a ertain time, as in Setion5.4.5 where a timestamp was used to keep trak of when a solution shouldbe onsidered outdated. In the partially observable UAS environment lass,two di�erent temporal horizons are used; one for the movement solution andone for the amera diretion.Sine the amera movement is relatively easy to ompute, that solution isonsidered outdated at every iteration of the replanIfNeessary(). Theagent movement is replanned repeatedly every Tr seond and the defaultsetting for Tr is 2 seonds.
Procedure 6.6 replanMovementIfNeessary(hsn, TEModel)1: if (urrentTime() - timestamp(hsn)) > Treplan then2: set subNode(hsn) to nil3: dynAbsSolve(hsn, TEModel) fReplang4: else5: planCameraMovement(hsn, TEModel)6: end if

6.6 ExperimentsA set of experiments have been performed with the implementation in or-der to show some of the tradeo�s between auray and feasibility whendeliberation time is onsidered.The following parameters were varied in the experiments:� Number of points that are seleted during the planning model gener-ation, Npg� Depth for the depth-limited lookahead, d� Number of sampled observation sequenes for the depth-limited looka-head, Nobs� Replanning period Tr� Number of partiles used for belief state during depth-limited, Npfs� Number of partiles used for belief state during point seletion, Npl� Whether simulated dynami mode is used, SD (see Setion 6.6.1)
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6.6.1 SetupMost of the experiments were performed in simulated dynami mode whih,as in the fully observable ase, means that the environment is evolving dur-ing the agent's deliberation. The deliberation time is in this ase estimatedby ounting the most frequently and ostly operations that are performedduring point seletion and planning. The two operations that are used fordeliberation time estimation are the utility alulations of a point duringpoint seletion and planning, and the simulation step of the DDN that isused for predition during planning. The time for those operations were�rst measured in the implementation and then assumed to be �xed duringthe experiments (for the purpose of assuring repeatability).
6.6.2 ResultsSine it is not feasible to generate results for every possible on�guration ofthe parameters desribed previously, some on�gurations were tested thatpoint out interesting behavior of the implementation. First a default on-�guration was reated, with some trial and error, whih is shown in Table6.1 together with the resulting value. The value is equal to the mean sumof rewards that are reeived during 500 test runs. The default on�gurationis used as the basis for the experiments when a subset of the parameters arehanged.
Number of ParticlesOne of the experiments was to investigate what happens when the numberof partiles used during the lookahead and point seletion are varied. Sinethe dynamis of the environment is simulated, deliberation time is penal-ized both by the ost of waiting during planning but also with inreasedresponse times in dangerous situations. The question is where the opti-mal (stati) tradeo� between auray and feasibility is (with the Npl andNpfs parameters) given the simulated deliberation penalty. The result ofthe experiment is shown in Figure 6.8 whih demonstrates the importaneof taking the dynamis and available omputational resoures into aount.The best result was obtained when Npfs was set to 2 and Npl to 4 whihwas muh lower than expeted.
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Figure 6.8: The result when the number of partiles for point seletion andplanning are varied.
Lookahead Depth and ObservationsThe default on�guration uses a lookahead depth of 1, whih is rather ex-treme. But the best results were in fat obtained when this setting was used.Table 6.2 shows the result of an experiment when the lookahead depth andnumber of observation samples are varied simultaneously. The result learlyindiates that a lookahead depth of 1 should be used for this environmentlass when the omputational resoures are taken into aount. The bestlookahead depth also highly depends on the planning model generation,whih in this ase generates models with very long temporal steps.
No Simulated DynamicsSome tests were also performed when the simulated dynamis was disabled.Table 6.3 shows the three di�erent on�gurations that were used togetherwith their orresponding results. The results are learly better than thebest result when simulated dynamis is used (56.88) but as the table shows,the number of points seleted and partiles used are muh higher and itrequires a lot more omputation.
6.7 DiscussionThis hapter has presented a partial implementation of the DAREmethod inmore realisti environment lass than in Chapter 5 whih inludes partially



\li" | 2008/4/8 | 9:36 | page 85 | #956.7. DISCUSSION 85d1 2 3 4Nobs 1 53.58 18.88 -247.2 -25022 53.71 -3.932 -2137 NA3 56.88 -64.09 NA NA4 53.56 NA NA NA5 56.43 NA NA NA6 52.24 NA NA NA7 49.31 NA NA NA8 48.02 NA NA NATable 6.2: The results when the number of observations and lookaheaddepth parameters are varied.Npg d Nobs Tr Npfs Npl SD Value10 1 15 1.0 50 50 No 59.3920 1 15 1.0 50 50 No 62.4620 1 20 1.0 200 200 No 64.30Table 6.3: Three results when no simulated dynamis is used.observability and obstales.The experiments have demonstrated that it is important to take theavailable resoures into aount when reating planningmodels dynamially.All features of DARE have not been implemented. No dynami abstra-tion hierarhies are reated. The author belives that this is probably moreuseful when the environment is more omplex and an e.g. inlude arbitrary3-dimensional building strutures and more omplex models of the externalagents or is part of the real world. Suh environments would require sub-models on di�erent abstration levels and the dynami abstration wouldprobably be more useful than it urrently is for this task environment lass.For omplex environment lasses, dynami abstration should be per-formed during the �ltering as well. It would then be possible to fous onmore relevant objets at the moment but it is also important to be able tobaktrak in the \model spae" if a previously onsidered irrelevant objetsuddenly beomes relevant. The agent an then hange its models depend-ing on this new information but it may also have to update a belief statewhere this new objet is onsidered. This is a good example where a mem-ory of previous perepts and ations an be used to update the urrent beliefstate by \re�ltering" with this new belief state de�nition.
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Chapter 7

ConclusionThis thesis has investigated the onsequenes of using a more dynami viewof planningmodels than traditionally proposed within Arti�ial Intelligene.It has been argued that dynami abstration is a suitable tool for planningin more open-ended environments where planning models an be generateddynamially. The use of dynami abstration for planning leads to the prob-lem of monitoring the di�erent abstrations ontinuously and performingmodel reonstrution and replanning when neessary. This methodology isaptured in the DARE method that was presented in Chapter 4.Two partial implementations of DARE have been demonstrated whereplanning models have been generated depending on how important di�erentaspets of the environment have been judged. Chapter 5 presented an im-plementation for a fully observable task environment lass where dynamiabstration hierarhies were implemented and the planning models weregenerated dynamially depending on how important the di�erent featuresin the environment were. Chapter 6 illustrated how some ideas of DAREwere implemented for a more realisti, partially observable task environmentlass.
7.1 Future WorkSome very speialized methods to perform dynami abstration have beenused in this thesis. What steps an be taken to generalize these methods?One possible step is to try to extend the ase studies (espeially the seondone) to make it work in a real roboti system e.g the UAS Teh system.The task environment lass would then be a part of the real world whihintrodues many problems. Future work related to this approah will bedisussed in Setion 7.1.1.Another approah is to investigate what type of high level reasoningis neessary to draw onlusions about what abstrations to use. Suh aninvestigation ould lead to some kind of theory of abstrations whih an be86
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7.1.1 Extentions to the Case StudiesThe seond ase study was the most realisti implementation disussed inthis thesis and was part of the author's intention towards the use of DAREfor real missions with the UAS Teh system.A few things must be improved in order to use that solution. First of all,the implementation must be extended to work in 3D whih means that thepoint seletion and model generation has to work with one more dimension,whih is straightforward in theory but ould be a problem in pratie due tothe inreased omplexity. The path planner that already is used in the UASTeh system ould be used to generate the set of paths needed to formulatethe planning model.The implementation in the seond ase study simply stopped the agentduring the planning model generation and lookahead whih is probably notfeasible during a real mission due to the extra delay introdued when aheliopter system has to perform a breaking manouver before eah deision.A more eÆient solution is to perform the planning model generation andlookahead during ight instead whih means that the model generationshould start with a predition of the future belief state where and whenthe solution will be used. To be sure that this time limit is followed (theunderlying ontrol system demands that the next path segment is sent beforea ertain time), one ould try an idea where the omplexity of the planningproblem is iteratively inreased. Suppose that it starts with a very simpleproblem formulation with just a few points. Planning is performed anda possible deision is ready to use. If there is time left, a more omplexplanning model an be onstruted with more points and possibly morepartiles (one an also reuse the old points).There is also a lot of work ahead with a more realisti sensor model andthe atual detetion and traking of vehiles. Work is already underway tomake it possible to detet vehiles with a ombination of infrared, olor andfeature input.Another extension to the seond ase study is to make it possible tofous the attention of the agent with di�erent number of partiles for therepresentation of external agents. The same kind of searh used in the �rstase study an be used to selet a reasonable distribution of partiles giventhe available time and omputational resoures.A di�erent type of planning method an also be tested in the futurewhere only one target point is onsidered at a time. Suppose that a pointis greedily seleted by the point seletion method and a path to that pointis planned with the path planner. Then that path is simulated a few times



\li" | 2008/4/8 | 9:36 | page 88 | #9888 CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSIONas used in the task planning phase and a set of the rewards and time pointsduring the path are stored or generalized by the examples. Then a newpoint is seleted that takes these rewards and time points into aount anda path is planned where the path planner takes the previously rewards intoaount. This goes on until time runs out. The nie thing about thisapproah is that the path planner gets feedbak from the task planner allthe time. The question is then how the resulting rewards are stored, but asimple instane-based learning method ould be a start.
7.1.2 Dynamic Task Environment ModelsBoth of the ase studies used task environment models in di�erent waysin order to perform task planning. These models were rather �xed at apartiular level of abstration suh as the representations of the externalagents and the road network were �xed. The step size ould be variedwhih makes it possible to take fewer and larger steps.The task environment models determine to a large extent the level ofabstration for the task planning if they are used in this way. It wouldtherefore be interesting to try and generate task environment models withthe help of relevane information given that a ertain task should be exe-uted by an agent in a partiular situation. This is partiularly importantwhen the task environment is part of the real world.In [43℄, Levy et al. automatially generatedmodels that desribe physialdynamial systems depending on what is onsidered relevent given a ertainquery. The generated models are omplex enough to answer the query butalso as \simple as possible" given a developed theory of relevane. Logiprogramming was used to reason about possible models given the query asa goal statement.Could then the same proedure be used to generate task environmentmodels for task planning? Possibly, but there is no strit \query" to answerexept for the following: \how should the environment be modelled in orderto maximize performane?". Levy et al. used model fragments of di�erentdetail level whih was strutured in so alled assumption lasses whihrepresent the partial order of omplexity and detail between the possiblemodel fragments. The same idea an be used to generate task environmentmodels for planning but another method than the one desribed in [43℄ willprobably be used.
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It is often bene�ial for an autonomous agent that operates in a omplexenvironment to make use of di�erent types of mathematial models to keeptrak of unobservable parts of the world or to perform predition, planningand other types of reasoning. Sine a model is always a simpli�ation ofsomething else, there always exists a tradeo� between the model's aurayand feasibility when it is used within a ertain appliation due to the limitedavailable omputational resoures. Currently, this tradeo� is to a large extentbalaned by humans for model onstrution in general and for autonomousagents in partiular. This thesis investigates di�erent solutions where suhagents are more responsible for balaning the tradeo� for models themselvesin the ontext of interleaved task planning and plan exeution. The neessaryomponents for an autonomous agent that performs its abstrations and on-struts planning models dynamially during task planning and exeution areinvestigated and a method alled DARE is developed that is a template forhandling the possible situations that an our suh as the rise of unsuitableabstrations and need for dynami onstrution of abstration levels. Imple-mentations of DARE are presented in two ase studies where both a fully andpartially observable stohasti domain are used, motivated by researh withUnmanned Airraft Systems. The ase studies also demonstrate possible waysto perform dynami abstration and problem model onstrution in pratie.
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